Trojan Independent Spent Fuel Storage InstallationSafety Analysis Report

5.0 OPERATIONS
5.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The methods and sequences described below provide an overview of the operational controls
•hwi-h hat personnel performing spent fuel loading and storage activities will implement to
assure that operations utilize the passive safety features of the Trojan ISFSI design described in
Wgkew MP C sealing operations (including non-destructive
Chapter 4. Fuel loading and
examination and pressure testing) will be performed within the Fuel Building in order to utilize
the existing systems and equipment for heavy lifts, radiation monitoring and controls,
decontamination and any necessary auxiliary support (i.e., electrical, crane, service air, etc.).
Fuel handling and cask loading operations in the Fuel Building will be performed in accordance
with Portland General Electric Company's 10 CFR 50 license for the Trojan Plant. Certain
restrictions related to PWE Datkt.-MPC loading are also contained in the ISFSI Technical
Specifications. Storage at the ISFSI will be subject to the requirements of the ISFSI license
issued in accordance with 10 CFR 72. Once the loaded Concrete Cask is pa,.d on air. pads in
,moved to the ISFSI concrete slab area, operational activities are
the P"s Bildin;g ta..
essentially limited to monitoring proper decay heat removal.
5.1.1

OPERATION DESCRIPTION

The following sections describe the spent fuel handling, 1,21UR,-sat.4-MPC sealing, and Concrete
Cask loading activities relevant to the operation of the Trojan ISFSI. As previously described in
Chapter 3, the Trojan ISFSI will contain intact and faile-amagedspent nuclear fuel assemblies
MPC is vertically loaded with fuel assemblies and/or special
ka.AR,
and fuel debris. The WR
canisters designed to hold fagedamagedfuel or fuel debris. Section 5.1.1.1 describes the
operational controls for loading the individual canisters. Section 5.1.1.2 describes operational
controls for loading and sealing the individual 12k-a..IR-2aMPC.
Specific procedures will define and control classification criteria, loading sequence, and
individual 1WR-.A a&k-MPC/Concrete Cask inventory. Fuel and debris w-v!be-have been
visually inspected pio- o oadiag-to verify that each assembly/item conforms to the established
classification criteria. Fuel has beenwU,•,. examined to verify that pellets are structurally
contained within the cladding of intactfuel assemblies. Fuel will also be visually inspected
during the loading process to ensure conditions have not changed since the previous inspection,
which would cause the need for special handling of the component. In addition, item
identification and/or serial numbers will be verified and recorded. Fuel loading operations will
utilize videotape to record fuel assembly serial numbers and to provide an independent record of
loaded inventory. Additional procedures will control placement and use of impact limiters,
allowable travel path inside the Fuel Building, and limit lifting heights to assure compliance with
bounding analysis.
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5.1.1.1

DamagedF-aUi4Q#4-Fuel and Fuel Debris Process Can Capsule Loading

Special containers are used to segregate fa4o-amaged fuel and fuel debris within the confines
of the p2.44 Boo~ker MPC. The individualized containers provide containment properties by
constraining the material to fixed storage locations which maintains the assumptions in the
criticality analysis and heat transfer modeling.
Fai4d.,-Damagedfuel is contained in special cans designed to fit in one of four oversized
e•cells of the P-Ra.sa.-MPC.FZil.-Damagedor suspect fuel that
peripheral storage ee-r.
cannot structurally contain pellets within the cladding will be placed in a Failed Fuel Can.
Because the cans are open to the internal WWR-P2-rk4-MPC atmosphere, they are vuua;uR-dried
and backfilled at the same time as other 12A-1R.AWkMPC contents.
FNuel debris ;s contawned A.4t4hin Process Caas-. Fuel debris mixed with organic material i.was
processed, as part of the fFuel dDebris pProcessing pProject, to destroy the organic material and
seal the debris in a fuel debris Process Can Capsule before being placed in a Failed Fuel Can.
The ProcessCan Capsules were vacuumed, purgedand backfilled with helium, and then seal
welded closed. Fuel debris in Process Cans without organic material does not require processing
prior to placing in a Failed Fuel Can. Failed Fuel Cans may be placed in any one of the four
oversized storage cells in the WMPC.
5.1.1.2

PWBA.12.k.tMPC

Loading and Sealing Operations

This section describes a general sequence of operations and controls necessary to load, seal, test
and unload, if necessary, an WS R-sk.t-MPC in the Fuel Building and to control transfer
operations to the ISFSI Storage Pad. The major components described in Chapter 4 are further
defined with design and operating characteristics. Test and/or inspection methods demonstrate
compliance with design requirements. The Anaasequence of operations to be used will be
aslishod-finalizedduring P-pre-operational -testing and will be controlled by specific
procedures.
Each RIW 1a2keAMPC and the Transfer Cask are brought into the Fuel Building through the
crane bay door. After examination and any needed cleaning,T;the Transfer Cask is moved by use
•
and Transfer Cask Lifting
of the Fuel Building overhead crane (ia;sdpad... dual hook ds•ig)
Yoke to the Cask Wash Pit area. The empty P-RIR..akMPC is then moved by the same crane
and placed into the Transfer Cask. After installation of ;a-1 ition shi-eldin-.g shims an annulus seal
is bol.ed Onto
- ask. lid a. .,embly
in the gap between the Transfer Cask and P-W.R. ,UASagMPC,
"r
Tsh ask lid assembly, ,"hi-h is a steel ring, Oe.ur.s that the P1,WR
tho top of
,h, Tranf Cask.
The cGsk lid_
BRsket c_-;Ant be in2d''e."tenty lifted out of the TFasfer Cask "'hue_* lode-dA
agsembly 2hls contains shield lid reainer- ,'hih pre.,en toi
the DWR Boeht he@ldlid from,
n-g,,A,
t ,ofa po....he system is preparedfor loading.
ta1,RB
in,sket
the unlikely....
out Qf the
The Transfer Cask (with P-3 R-sk@6 MPC) is then moved by the Fuel Building overhead crane
and suspended over the Cask Loading Pit immediately adjacent to the Spent Fuel Pool.
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B;,a4.FilteredSpent Fuel Pool water is flushed through the PWR. _22.k'e- MPC/Transfer Cask

gap to minimize unnecessary contamination of the P-WRaskw MPC external surface while the
Transfer Cask is in the Cask Loading Pit. While suspended in the Cask Loading Pit, the 1-WR
22E w4.-MPC is then filled with borated water. After the Transfer Cask is lowered to the Cask
Loading Pit impact limiter, and the Cask Loading Pit is filled with borated water, the specified
14UR R2&k.4-MPC contents are loaded. Operations will be conducted in accordance with
approved Trojan Nuclear Plant fuel handling procedures.
The Pw
akw
s shield lid is plv@d into the RAIR Ba2sket AA'hils in 4h- Cask Io~d~ig Pit.After
completion of loading the contents into the MPC, the MPC lid is leveled and lowered onto the
MPC in the Cask Loading Pit. The Lifting Yoke is attachedto the Transfer Cask lifting
trunnions andT.4he loaded Transfer Cask is lifted fwom4o the top of the Cask ,Loading PPit,
Standing water above the shieldMPC lid is removed and the Transfer GCask is washed on the
exterior to remove potential loose contamination. The lid retention system is then engaged The
lid retention system is used to secure the MPC lid on the MPC during lifting of the Transfer Cask
(containingthe loaded MPC) out of the Cask Loading Pit and movement to the Decontamination
andAssembly Station (DAS). The loaded Transfer Cask is removedfrom the Cask Loading Pit
and;o.aw;@4-oved by use of the Fuel Building overhead crane to the 9- 28.DASfor
decontaminationand *4oU*g-MPC preparation. The Lifting Yoke and MPC lid retention system
are then disconnectedfrom the Transfer Cask and MPC.
-;e@ DAS on the 9.393-foot Fuel Building level will be curbed and sealed to
The cask prepwafiA.
collect drainage and rinse water, and liquid waste will be routed to the plant liquid radwaste
system&.
Decay heat could eventually cause boiling in the 1 4R-22sk@4-MPC after it is removed from the
Cask Loading Pit. As a precaution, lid sealing, hydrostatic testing, MPC lid-to-shell weld
leakage testing, and draining must be completed within an administratively controlled period of
1
Blokat top is liftd f•;o MPC lid is lowered onto the loaded
time beginning when the P2R_
MPC in the Cask Loading Pit, segregatingthe water inside the MPCfrom the rest of the water in
the Cask Loading Pit. Should there his time limits be e <oQd-approached,or PWP2tR Baaket
Raske.-MPC cooling is required, procedures will address
t.mpar....
i"c..ase such that R
methods to establish required P-1,., Rkt?,ý MPC cooling. The method of cooling available will
be dependent upon the status of P -R-Baske.MPC preparation and is discussed in the following
paragraphs.
The methodology for the development of the administratively controlled "time-to-boil" is
described in Section 4.5.1.1.5 of Reference S.,. The heat output of the contents (fuel and other
is first calculated and a heat-up rate established. The heat-up
materials) of the IMPC
rate is then used to determine the administratively controlled limit (in hours) to ensure that the
water Go"te.s of in the IAR1 - sketMPC does not boil. However, Feven if localized boiling
were to occur within the WR- Rak4-MPC, K,, will remain less than 0.95 (due to the use of
Boral in the design).
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The radiation• ,hieldi;ngshims,- re annulus seal is removed from the top of the -R-xr2.•g-MPC
area to allow for completion of MPC lid welding and decontamination activities-Q-Athe
nt...mi....i.The
win44lad. The exterior of the PR.R Baske.t w'ill be checked for loose sfae Go
MPC lid top surfaces and accessible areasof the MPC shell are surveyed 4to the extent possible
,'h•ile
in. the. Trnse Castfor loose surface contaminationto determine if decontamination of
•.ta.ket-MPC is required. Contamination limits are des•r4-established in
the PIW.
Section 7.2.2.
The water level in the P-W Ba<ke4-MPC is lowered by approximately ý,450 to 120 gallons. This
ensures that the.hield. MPC lid welding is not affected by water percolation. 4he.Shims a.-may
-MPC lid and the ,WW-R.. 1askMPCshell to optimize welding
be installed between the ,hid
conditions, as necessary. Shim details may vary from MPC to MPC due to fabrication
tolerances. The automated welding system (AWS) is normally used to perform the shi-MPC
lid welds; however, 4h,-manual welding sem may be used as a backtu! in the event that the
..
is oAduc•te•asired or necessary.. Root, final,
A544S is... a..a.lo.,, provided a;nA;TA Re...
and intermediate (at each approximately 3/8-inch of weld depth) dye-penetrant examinationsare
performed on the MPC lid-to-shell weld
Once the PWPR Baset shield MPC lid weld is completed, the 24 BasketMPC is refilled with
&s15 i-, at
borated water and hydrostatically tested to app;oximately 15 pig which. @xced..
least 1.25 times the maximum normal design gpeating.pressure of lOOpsig. This pressure is
held for 10 minutes with no observable leakage as the acceptance criterion. After 40"
aG~ep~aisuccessfulhydrotesting,the MPC lid weld is dye penetrant examined After successful
re removed from the 1
dye penetranttesting, approximately 7420 gallons of water i.isk.sMPC, oiikg kat..with the water i~being replaced with helium during the draining. The
helium is pressurized to app i;iatLy-a nominal test pressureof4.490 psig and the hiol MPC
lid weld is helium leak tested. The maximum permissible P-A..- ask@4-MPC leak rate is
xlO-6 atmosphere-cubiccentimeters per second (s"c/se") at Ž 13 pig (atm
•..l~-,•p4a4
cc/sec) based on a pressure differential of one atmosphere across the confinement boundary.
The measuredleak rate at the test pressure is correlatedto a pressure differential of one
atmospherefor comparisonagainstthe acceptancelimit. Procedures for leak testing will be
-- so acc.ptance, the oh;ieA lid ... i- is dye
prepared using the guidance in ANSI N14.5. A^ter
pentrat eamied.After -l1 thra emst haue been ruccerasf'.dly copetd4h@ stnwural;2 lid and
bcking ring ,rarei'nstalld.;

The

y St
_46Aoa.
;eldipg S,&;A

the
;m;oMal! 3,ore to p,@rform

str-ictuwal lid welds; ho;wev@r, the m-awnua weldin~g system may be used as a backup in th@ euant
that the AAS is. unAavai !able, providsd an ALAR-A reviewis conducted. At WeAt thrmeeweld
laye.s (ea.h layer. consists of appr.oximaely 14" ofwld metal) are use. to

h the@struct

lid to the PW3AR 22asket 4hell A dyeo ponetrant examin~ation is performed on eacih 14" of u-1ld
deporit. The fillet 444'ld bsuvtn tho tvo Ids,,a the bOttM Qof the valv access port, is completed
and de

pener,-at eXamind.;,

If -.W.R,.-,AkateMPC cooling is required at any time during the WP-."R,.<ket.MPC preparation
process, cooling can be provided by the DS.. ZThe DS would be co.nnecte to the PWR Bý.ktet
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a4,-recirculatinghelium or borated water .rikculaw.-through the PW-AR
required, to maintain desired P-WR Basket-MPC temperature.

aske-MPC cavity, as

E-acuat. Blowdown of the p2._ a- agke MPC is initiated by pum;,pin-g the. liquid contents
injectingpressurizedhelium into the vent port and directing the resulting water through the
drain line back into the Spent Fuel Pool or a suitable holding tank. To aid in removing residual
or other. i;n;er g helium is blown through the P-W-R a•oak...MPC vent line
moisture,n
(maximum pressure will be controlled to less than 4.5-75 psig) and out the drain line until no
water is visible coming from the drain line. The outlet of the drain line will be discharged to the
diQcha;rg will be, directe' to
,SgPpentFuel Pool or other appropriatelocation. The,DS
s;uitable filtration system to minimize, the Possibility ofpriclt irborne conamQ;ination. TLh.
XJDS is uJsed to per;form multiple pum;p do;;qns to achiavea 2sta-ble internal PWIR Basket vacuu-m
iiu
of 30 minutes. The P"'R Basgket is then flus-ihedf
pre6SUre at Qr belo"'- 3 mm;1 H4g for
";444h halium and the.eauton''cu process is repeated.
Two methods of drying the MPC cavity are available. The first is through the use of a vacuum
drying system (VDS). The VDS is used to pump down the MPG cavity to achieve a stable
internal vacuum pressure at or below 3 torrfor a minimum of 30 minutes. The MPG cavitygas

discharge is directedto a suitablefiltrationsystem to minimize the possibility ofparticulate
airbornecontamination. The second method utilizes aforced helium recirculation/moisture
removal system where warm dry helium is introducedto the MPC cavity to absorb residual
moisture. The helium is cooled and the absorbedmoisture is removed The helium may be
heatedprior to its return to the MPC in a closed loop to begin the moisture removal process
again. The process is continued until the cooled MPC gas temperaturemeasured at the
demoisturizerexit reaches _<21 0 F, a value equivalent to the saturationtemperature of water at a
pressure of 3 torr, or less. This temperature is maintainedfor at least 30 minutes. The helium
recirculation/moistureremoval system can also be used to cool the MPC in the event that the
MPC needs to be unloaded
An analysis of the.a.u.m

dp,irnGg prc.

=

c.otold

by Technic-,

SciQfications has

.sho,.

..
li~mit
term•- sto, g t..m rat.re
th
that the m...imum fuel clad temper.tur "....illnot e.ceed ,'h=.ornt.'

",au•u•

dA'ing

s ;p 822,1F whi•chi•- 170 0 FbalalAo" the short term limi;t

If

tha

m dring

atm~osphere "'ill be established in the 121AR- Baiket or;oln 'l be establighad usin~g the UDS
aspe.iouly decwribed. Ulish either; 2 heliu-m atmosiphere or UDS coolin;g established, additional

time

is .,ailabl, to pe4raform repai;s and ioccasgflly ,.

;sheerequi;ed vac,,m d,'ing.

-2,asketA,-MPC is backfilled
Following completion of the 4uaý_.-.drying process, the sealed
with 99.9.9-995 W4-percent pure helium to 1445-445 p~iŽ29.3 psig and -33.3 psig at a
-system is used to m
reference temperature of 70°F. The helium backfill ua uum dia
establish the internal MPC pressure consistent with the assumptions in the thermal analysis.
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After helium backfilling is complete, the M/PC vent and drainport cover plates are welded in
place over the vent and drain ports and dye-penetrant examinations are performed on each weld
pass. Helium is then injected into the vent and drain port cavities to displace the air. Small set
screws are immediately installed to help maintainthe helium atmosphere in the vent and drain
ports. The set screw holes are plug welded and dye penetrant examinations are performed on
the plug welds. Finally, the vent and drainport cover plate welds are helium leak tested.
The MPC closure ring may be provided in one piece or in segments. The closure ring is installed
on the MPC lid over the vent and drainport cover plates to form a complete ring and is welded
in place in accordancewith the design drawings to provide the redundant welded boundary to
the MPC lid weld and the vent and drainport cover plate welds. Dye penetrantexaminations
are performed on the final closure ring weld surface.
The top lid is bolted onto the Transfer Cask The Transfer Cask top lidprovides shielding and
ensures that the loaded, sealedMPC cannot be inadvertently lifted out of the Transfer Cask T.4i
tA... pene+;trA GO;'@; pla.eS ar. "'ldd in place. and dye p.netrant checkediThe Transfer Cask
containing the sealed W.AR.-.ske.-MPC is uaAsp,4e-moved by the Fuel Building overhead
crane baGk-to the are2 inside the crane bay door!ocationwhere a Concrete Cask has been plad
anid-prepared for acceptance of the loaded 125ABket,.MPC.
Plastic sheeting is placed on top of the Concrete Cask walls to minimize contamination from the
bottom of the Transfer Cask. After installation of the Transfer Cask &hio4d-bottomdoor hydraulic
cylinders, the Transfer Cask is placed on top of the Concrete Cask and correctly positioned by
the use of holes located on each side of the Transfer Cask. Using P-.LR-.Basket-MPC lifti'is
cleats and slings, the P--4R-Bsket-MPC is slightly elevated to eliminate weight on the Transfer
Cask bottom doors. The Transfer Cask bottom doors are opened, and the 1P41R.. ak@-MP is
lowered into the Concrete Cask. Ceramic tiles in the bottom of the Concrete Cask prevent the
stainless steel W R..,ske&.- MPC from resting directly upon the carbon steel liner of the Concrete
Cask. When the P-AWIRaskat,.MPC is firmly resting on the ceramic tiles at the bottom of the
Concrete Cask, the P-R.Basek.tMPClifting slings are remmeed with the aid of an extension
dece a_-Ad he Transfer CaSk bottom doora are &_4ed !owered onto the MPC lid. An indirect
check of the MPC external contaminationlevels is performed by surveying the internal wall
surfaces of the Transfer Cask If contaminationlevels exceed the establishedlimits, then the
need to decontaminatethe MPC will be evaluated The Transfer Cask is lifted from the Concrete
Cask, the Transfer Cask bottom doors are closed, and the hydraulic &y&W444i-cylindersare
contanmi;natin prior to
r.!rface
sue
removed and the i"nte;io of the Tranfer Cask is checked for l
wQano4i;ag-movingthe Transfer Cask to the Cask Wash Pit area to p....d.sa se.ond check o,
the v.!rface contamination lae'es on the etror o the 121AR Basket that w'as jU~t remoQVed fProm
If con_.,,_[tion le'aels exceed &helimits,ea.b4lished in Chapter 7, then the
the TrC•nAs•fe r".
;n- Coanre-t Cask "'ill be ewah*aadte.
r;oiolsly plc. dk;
need to deconam•iate t.he P'.1 R BB, t rk@&
The Transfer Cask is inspected and cleaned for continued use or storage. The shield ring is
installed on top of the Concrete Cask, the PWR Basket hoiEt .in.g MPC lift cleats andslings are
removed, and threadedinserts are installedin the empty holes of the MPC lid where the lift
cleats were attached. The Concrete Cask cover plate is bolted into position. A tamper indicating
wire is threaded through at least two of the cover bolts.
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The loaded Concrete Cask exterior wil4l.is surveyed for contamination and radiation levels u4U
placing the loaded Concrete Cask on the
1e,are measured before transporting and p wae.
ISFSI pad. If measured radiation levels are significantly higher than expected (i.e., on the order
of 1'/ times the calculated value for the top of the Concrete Cask and 2 times the calculated
value for the sides of the Concrete Cask), an investigation will be performed. If the measured
Concrete Cask surface radiation levels exceed the design values in Table 7.4-1, the Concrete
Cask will not be moved to the Storage Pad without performing an appropriate evaluation to
i• and 10 CFR 72.104.
verify compliance with 10 CFR 20 rg
After the A.L- Uagket-MPC is loaded into the Concrete Cask and radiation levels are verified to
be within design limits, the Concrete Cask is moved to the ISFSI Pad. At this point in the
loadingsequence, 4there are no conditions that would require the 1--W.R.ak@ý-MPC to be
n th .... lik.ly..... n f a WR Ba•k.t leak, a
returned to the Spent Fuel Pool for unloading. In
Basket

pa.k would be used as dis.us..d

5.1.1.3

MPC Contingency Unloading Operations

in.....
Setion 5. 1 15

Although unlikely, 1WR-akat-MPC unloading could be required if the shield lid u.elA heli"m
Rol
ot be mat within Tec~hnici SP"cificAin
leak r2atelmto aumdyn rr~limimi
.
, C;-Afk .fa. .
timp lims.' 1n addition, PWRZ B•otk.,t unloading may be ... ui..d if Concrete
_uildn_
g Lertain
exceeaded all;;.,blse ;,lus ;when .ar. rd .'in the Fg-e
radi2ation-. lel
acceptance criteria,such as helium leakage or dose rate, are not met in preparingthe MPC or
the Concrete Caskfor storage at the ISFSI. Recognition of the failure to meet such acceptance
criteriawould occur at the time of MPC loading. Therefore, the Trojan Spent Fuel Pool would
still be availablefor unloading ofan MPC.
If it is necessary to unload an 3A..LR Basket-MPC, the initial uep• of,,,loadig will be perform
in the D--AS on the 93' ele-ation ofthe Fuel Building. T@e Transfer Cask. MPC lift cleats, and
slings would be used to return the 1WR..Basket.MPC to the DA-SifaG.asapyk These steps are
MPC in the
,.
performed in the reverse order of the loadingoperations. With the 1 -.AIkTransfer Cask, the first step in the unloading process is the removal of the ea4m.-;d.,4dia
-a-M-p
eTransfer Cask top lid and removal
plates (1 pl,.,s) for -A initial
s.......r.c
,-nno-, ...
of the MPC lift cleats.
The vent and drainports are accessed by removing portions of the closure ring to the extent
needed to expose the vent and drainport cover plates. Similarly,portions of the vent and drain
port cover plates are removed to expose the vent and drain connections. Once the vent
connection is accessible, a sample of the IR..i•1Nsg.MPC internal atmosphere is obtained by
.mp
connecting a sample rig and opening the installed vent connection valve. A ac... p .m may
I'
neg
-i
at
a
slight
be
may
atmosphere
Barftret
PW1AR
be ;,sad to dr-;;' the sRaM-ple g;rinc the
Based on the sample results, the -P-.W, BasketAMPC atmosphere may be purged and
p
cooled with helium 9;-. nigQ4-by connecting the .D4-heliumrecirculationcooling system to
the drain' co...ecton... MPC and circulatingcooled gas through the MPC cavity. -'evwu
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conn.ct.o
;...wold b, dir•eted tQ the off gag system.Cooling continues until the MPC gas exit
temperature is _<200 0 F. Once pu'g.". cooling is complete, the helium recirculationcooling
nd..p-reure.
system is disconnectedand the vent is connected to a pipe fitted ,;"ith .e.rtr
monitors.The -,ent path ,i routed to below the surface of the Spent Fuel Pool and connected to a
diffuser. The MPC is refilled with boratedwater through the drainport. The drain connection
.
fitted
1PW
gkot-MPC is connected to the V4)S-borated water supply via a co nection
of the
w44.a flow-limiting device. To begin filling and cooldown of the P-WP R2-kQk-eMPC, the
installed vent connection valve is opened, and the VDS is used to boratedwater is slowly
injected vA-.into the MPC cavity via the drain pa4hline. The drain pah-line directs water to the
base of the PWR -2ske,-,MPC. Analy.ss hae bWon perfome• d whih demnst.tethat injection
.r1P-WR
B,,sket pressure. inecess
flow4A rate less than gpm
,
do n reu
-oth in,; fil] clad treoss, o
design limits. Th1;.6.nt

path

is monitor-ed until the PWR

Basket is ralooded. Onc- th.

PIWR Basket ;i rflooded, waters;isr,;ciulted wt the, Spe•t• F-ul Pool until th. P'VR Basket
""A... outlet tep1ra.. r. i l..;s•,4s0
thanl 1500
•
The refloodingflow rate is MPC-specific, and will be
performed using approvedprocedures.
•,eld Uid
are.
fom the shield
With cooldown complete, the rDS m.ay be used to........
approximately 50 to 120 gallons of water may be removedfrom the top of the MPC cavity, if
desired. This is accomplished by pumping prxim.a.ly 75 gallons f-om, the P1AIR Basket. The
A Utter is installd on the P2ULR 2,skat
on.
-tpath
r..n
"DS• is disconnetd,,and the•."

and uedt to •remoe the

',rAl
id "'eld. Qnce thAe strctural

;-i"'eld ;s r.',

the

strutural1 lid is remoue'd, fQIo;Aowud by remo;'al of th@ shield lid weld. The cwutr.is removed in
preoparation for returning the 12UR Basket to the Cask Loading Pit. At nytmdungthe
UDS is,
c~uitig of the strp-ctur;2l or shield lid "'eldg, if P"1AR_ Basket coolin~g is rqiethe
connecQted and uswed to recirculate Spent Fuel Pool "'atarthrough the PW5AR Ba2sket to achwvs' the
is achie-ed, thee. S istr;
required cooldo'.'.... Onc,,th desired PWr Baot tepe.tr
disconncted an.d the c0er reinstall-d. Allfluidflow components are disconnectedfrom the
MPC, and the vent path remains open. A cutting system is used to remove the weld between the
MPC lid and closure ring and the MPC shell and the closure ring. Then, the MPC lid-to-shell
weld is removed
.em....
, the '1AR Ba-,skeot ir
With the strutural liA remo.... And the shield lid pr.pardA for
returned to the Cask I "ding Pit. MPC closure ring and lid-to-shell welds removed, the lid
retention system and annulus seal are installed in preparationfor MPC lid removal. Prior to
placing the Transfer Cask in the Cask Loading Pit, the gap flushing unit WQW.-is connected and
placed into service. The Transfer Cask is lowered into the Cask Loading Pit and the MPC lid
retention system fasteners are removed The Cask Loading Pit is reflooded. After the Cask
lid can be removed. The fuel is then removed from the
Loading Pit is reflooded, the &hiidMPC
P4U. a kea-MPC and returned to the Spent Fuel Pool.

5,""5.1.1.4

Transfer to Storage Area Operations

The air pad system described in Section 5.2.1.1..-8 is inserted under the Concrete Cask in the
openings provided and inflated by standard service air compressors. The air pads, once inflated,
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allow the Concrete Cask to be moved along a smooth concrete path connecting the Fuel Building
area, where Concrete Cask loading with an P.WR-E 1k~eAMPC was completed, to the ISFSI
Storage Pad. Administrative controls will limit the transport speed to less than 2 ft/sec. Use of
the air pad system results in blocking of the Concrete Cask air inlet flow path,-, therefore,
pc.v4ue,&d-proceduralcontrols will be implemented to limit the time the air pads may be inserted.
In the event the Concrete Cask cannot be transferred to the ISFSI storage location within the time
limit for air pad system insertion, the air pads will be deflated and removed allowing restoration
of air flow to the Concrete Cask.

ion of the rtor•*r......y&ytemeasure external
-Testing to confirm proper e
radiationdose and to confirm estimatedpersonnel exposures will be performed before the
Concrete Cask is placed in service. The air pads will be placed under the Concrete Cask w4ihi
that then can be moved (by use of a transport vehicle to push or pull the Concrete Cask) to the
storage area. As indicatedin Figure 7.3-1, -T-heloaded Concrete Casks are placed on the ISFSI
Storage Pad on approximately 15-ft. center-to-center spacing&, except for the 30-foot ±4-inch
center-to-centergap in the middle of the ISFSI Storage Pad,and/or in a configuration that
supports the assumptions made in calculating the direct radiation rates of the array. Air is
released from the pads so that the Concrete Cask is resting on the concrete Storage Pad surface.
A loaded Concrete Cask is considered in service once it has been placed in its designatedstorage
ISNS•
..
0on
•h.
. t...•'p tvrt and ir. pl,-4
location on the ISFSIpadand has successfully passed th,
padits requiredtesting.
A ap

Maintenance Operations

54-,-LA5.1.1.5

The Trojan ISFSI is designed to be a passive system and does not require specified maintenance
tasks. -Reommended-Certaininspection and surveillance activities are required by the Technical
Specifications. Otherwise, maintenance is limited to minor activities.
Off-Normal Event Recovery Operations

41.l-,55. 1.1.6

The analysis of normal and off-normal events and accident design events identified by
ANSI/ANS 57.9, as applicable to the Trojan ISFSI, e4-is presented in Chapter 8. Each
postulated event analyzed addresses both event detection and required corrective actions.
Additionally, should an off-normal event occur, an inspection for possible damage will be
completed within 24 hours. An engineering evaluation will also be required to establish that a
component may safely continue to perform the required function.
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a)]

After establihing the necessry r;adiation shieldiAng, ro-e

th- GC'ncr-ete Cask lid and

lrocate the leaking weld area by use of a helium nifWfer. The defecti,
remove..d,

andreeA

,erified by appropriate ,E,

penet.rant checked and the, DPWAIR

weld 2re2 i.

d edD.9The finished weld a.ea is dye

-asket,
iS then- purged and refille-d w-,ith- helu-m a2A

described in the. or-iginal DPUJIR Baskct loading

,equenwe.Acce-s to the. filng1

aAd ;,en4tin

the, welded -al1e co..... ;i tho tRUctural lid. Txh•&
*.alheS mustgA -be,gained by remoC, ,-ing
alve c
1er 1 be-.
wll
reinstalled (r re-loAced) pr
P the. Original r;quirements for eldig;;,Qi

b)

Place, the, empty, Troansfer Cask into Tra;nsfer Staotio;n Using a mobile cranQ,=.

Tntll the

Transfer Station collar and side members. Install the Transfer Cask door hydraulic
bo..om.doors.. After.. st.blishing th. necessan' radiation shi....ldi,
system,
_a
remov• the defectePWR Basket's c•ask lid, i;s;tall the 1-2=

Mo-v' the Co-nreate Cask with daeactiua

slings, and remo'.'e the crask sh-ld r4ing
BaskeT

Basket. lifting ;ings and
IeIR

into positi@on within the. Transfer Station. Lift the dafective PIAtR Basket into the

empty
ohe
TraNsfer Cask, close th botoo.M doors, and insert locking bolts.
-net
Baskeat O~rakinto the now' empty
Concreate Ciask froQm the Tran~sfer Sta~tion.
ConcretevA C ask. Relocate the. Concrete C ask containing tho Basket 0'.'erpack under. the
Trasfear. Cas~k ina the. T;;ranfer Sta-tion. LI ft the defectivea PUR Baaket slightly to rm''
"eight fromi~ the bottom doors, reomova the locking bolts, open4 the bottom. dgoor, and
lower; the, defective P'.'LR Baske~kt intoQ the Ba-sket Over;pack. Reamove the Concrete Cas-k
from the Tr;nsfer Station and close the Tran.sfer Cook bottom daoor. Esablish sitable
rad;ilogical ontaimentQcontQrols 2and ;emou, the valve covas&f•om the defeGctive PWR•
oApen the shield lid val.e
Basket strctura lid, and
lid to the Barsckt

Weald the Baskot

ea-r-pack Stn-ctura
.acum
;dryi

-Q;epaclk
shell. T•ntall the quick co•nc•,-t and pr-for.m

anRd heliurmr ba-,-c killll4a2k- t•sting per or-igin;l loading re•qr.eAmnts idantlfie-a

n •,Section

5.1.1.2 .AlWeld th@ quick; conncta cover; in place and pe.;oRma dye, penetrantf ex1R;amiat.&;
ý;
Re~install the C~oncrete, Cask shield ring and lid and reinsall2 th;@ tamper ir. The;
Concprete Ca

S1..,-,45.1.1.7

ontAtining the inso-Ard B-sket 0,,-rpack is utilized for conmtn•ued

to•rOag.

Off-Site Transfer Operations

-Cask (Docket 71-9261) will be
The 10 CFR 71-certified HI-STAR 100 TransportS44
available to transport the P.. U-2sket& M s off-site to a DOE high-level waste repository or
interim storage facility in the future. Transfer operations will utilize the Transfer Station
Baske- MPC removal from the Concrete Cask and reinstallation
described in Chapter 4 for P12.44W
in a 1 CF.R 71. appr•o..d Shippi4ng :he Transport Cask.
Any PAIR Bas~ket sealed in a Baskekt O-erpac~k must be removead frM the Ba2sket OverFPack
beoebeing placed in a Shippin~g Cask. The procedural methods%outlined in Section4 5.1 1.5 b)
"'..ill be4utilized to position the. Concrete Ca2sk containing a Basket 0Overpack in the Transfer
1
Basket fr~om the. Basket O'.'er;p2k into the TrnfCask. The
Staion an~d to lift the, P2R
Concr~ete. Cask wvith the. Basket Over;pack will be emoa-ad and an empty Shipping Cask ;4'ill then
be positioned beneath theWTase ak The. P2UR Baskeat ;viIlI be lowere@;d from the Tran;;sfer.
Cask into the, Shipping Cask.
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29",4
"
ID) (6;2"and t'hat the lifting lugs in; a Basket '•erpack are- analy.... for onl, the weight ofthe empt,
Baskaet Ove.pack. Therefore,, it cnotQ be, load-d ;,nt or. Moved iA th, Transfer.Ck.

Note that the 2otkct O'.'erpack OD (68 5") i, greater than the Tr2se Ck

5.1.2

FLOWCHARTS

Figure 5.1-1 contains an operation sequence flowchart of 1PWR. Rasket MPC loading, sealing,
testing, and storage operations including anticipatd• task completio; times.

task completion; timef•o .
Figure 5.1-2 co;"n " flowch•a. detailing act;ion. a e ,d .timated
leak~ing P2WR Bas28ket reQo'.'er,' oporafion utilizin~g that Ba'ket Over;Pacl1as been deleted.
Figure 5.1-3 contains a flowchart detailing the actions and estima ted &"kcompletion times for
transferring an WAI BagQ4.MPC to a S4pii.TransportCask for off-site transport.
Figure 5.1-4 contains a flowchart detailing the actions -PAd
contingency unloading an .2-A.R..2,ke4-MPC.

,stimated
co.;mpetion times for

The sequence of operations is the basis for the collective dose assessment discussed in detail in
Section 7.4. The estimatedcompletion timesfor the significant tasks depicted in these
Figures 5.1-1, 5.1-3, and 5.1-4 are provided in Table 7.4-3.
5.1.3
5.1.3.1

IDENTIFICATION OF SUBJECTS FOR SAFETY ANALYSIS
Criticality Prevention

Specific techniques or operational procedures are not relied upon to assure criticality prevention.
Geometrical spacing of the 24 fuel assemblies and the use of Boral neutron absorbingplates
affixed to the fuel storage cell walls maintains subcritical conditions during dry storage
conditions. While control assemblies may be stored integral with the fuel assemblies, they are
not credited for criticality control.
5.1.3.2

Chemical Safety

The Trojan ISFSI Concrete Cask system does not employ any hazardous chemicals that would
require special precautions or procedures.
5.1.3.3

Operation Shutdown Modes

Because the Trojan ISFSI Concrete Cask system relies on natural air circulation, it does not have
any shutdown modes.
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5.1.3.4

Instrumentation

The Trojan ISFSI is passive by design and requires no instrumentation to operate. The following
chart lists the measuring and test equipment necessary to monitor the Trojan ISFSI for
compliance to design requirements. Measuring and test equipment is not classified as important
to safety. The instruments are commercially available, standard products and will be calibrated
in accordance with Quality Assurance requirements.
Measuring and Test Equipment
Instrument

Function

1. Hand-held survey equipment
(Gamma, neutron, and surface
contamination)

Measures dose rates on Concrete Cask surface
and contamination levels.

2. Pressure and Vacuum Gauges

o
-water, and vacuum
Measures helium,h wi 34~a~4MC
pesrsisd
pressures inside the 234.R..Bask@$MPC.

3. Helium Leak Detector

Detects the presence of helium.

4. Temperature monitoring
devices

Measures temperatures rise between the ambient
air andthe outlet air ducts of the Concrete Cask
to verify proper heat removal system operation.
Measures MPC gas exit temperatureat the
demoisturizerexit during use of the forced helium
recirculationmoisture removal system.

I

Measures earthquake intensity for comparison
design basis per 10 CFR 72.122(b)(3)

Swith

5.1.3.5

Maintenance Techniques

The Trojan ISFSI does not require specified maintenance tasks. Recmmended-Required
inspection and surveillance activities are described in the Technical Specifications. The
measuring and test equipment identified in Section 5.1.3.4 will be maintained in accordance with
&4approved
procedures which consider equipment manufacturer recommendations, as
appropriate.
5.1.3.6

Heavy Loads Procedures

The handling of heavy loads will be addressed in a NUREG-0612 evaluation and in heavy loads
procedures. Tests and certifications (including cranes, hooks, slings, trunnions, straps, cables,
etc.) will be completed before fuel handling activities begin. Additionally, the evaluation and
procedures will assure that the Trojan Fuel Building can withstand the loads from postulated
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drops and that the R-WR.a<k--MPC design -wdecelerations are not exceeded. Impact limiters
will be used to mitigate the effects of a drop accident. Lifting within the Fuel Building is
-regulatoryrequirements of 10 CFR 50 as defined in the Trojan
governed by the R.a4Defueled Safety Analysis Report and the Decommissioning Plan. Chapter 8, Accident Analysis,
also addresses drops at the ISFSI Storage Pad during handling operations.
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5.2 SPENT FUEL HANDLING OPERATIONS
5.2.1

SPENT FUEL HANDLING AND TRANSFER

Spent fuel handling and transfer operations, including removal from the Spent fFuel PPool, 2
22gke4,MPC loading and sealing, transfer to the ISFSI Storage Pad, and eventual transfer to an
off-site location, are described in Sections 5.1.1.1 through 5.1.1.67. Chapter 4 provides a
description of the components and the applicable design basis utilized for safely maintaining the
fuel/debris in a safe storage configuration. Specific equipment function is described in
Sections 5.2.1.1.1 through 5.2.1.1.89.
5.2.1.1

Functional Description

The Transfer Cask, Lifting Yoke, gap flushing unit, va~uwm ;yi.moisture removal system,
helium backfill system, automated welding system, hydraulic system, aPA-air pad system, and
Transfer Station are i.c.sawy used to facilitate W-2R -skot-MPC loading, storage, and eventual
Rm...'
off-site o;hip•i;"g-transportactivities. AdditionAlly, a T.a..f.ir Station ir uti;I,,.,d for off
P"R Basket into - B"askt Ovar-pack or for off sito shipping.
tor2'
trsanrero a Ta.
5.2.1.1.1

Transfer Cask

The Transfer Cask is a welded steel cask constructed in accordancewith ASME Section III,
Subsection NF. Considered special lifting devices, the Transfer Cask lifting trunnions are
;.
. of NUREG-0612
designed n;d fabr.icted in accordancewith the guidance to th. r.q.irem.
and ANSI N14.6 to be used during transfer operations with the Trojan Fuel Building overhead
crane. Transfer of the loaded MPCfrom the Transfer Cask into the Concrete Caskfor storage
occurs in the Fuel Building. The Transfer Cask is installed into the Transfer Station at the ISFSI
for WR Basket-MPC transfers out of the Concrete Cask and into the Transport Cask in
preparationfor off-site transportof the MPC.
The Transfer Cask consists of a cylinder with a steel-lead-aeut&Qasteel gamma shielding-g..w
sandwich wall. A waterjacket used for neutron shielding when the MPC is dewatered is
attachedto the outer shell wall of the Transfer Cask. The thick-walled cylinder and waterjacket
reduce, gamma and neutron dose rates to an acceptable level as shown in Chapter 7. The
•-W
1-1sk.MPC to prevent it from being inadvertently
Transfer WCask top lid extends over the
BasketMPC transfer operations. At the bottom of
lifted out of the Transfer Cask during P
the Transfer Cask are doors that slide in rails along each side of the Transfer Cask that open uaioi
hydraulic actu-tion to allow lowering of the P-.R12 a ýrk,-MPC into the Concrete or
Transport Cask. Mechanicalstops Two 4•e!-are used to prevent accidental opening of the
Transfer Cask bottom doors.
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5.2.1.1.2

Cask Lifting Yoke

The Transfer Cask Lifting Yoke is used for Transfer Cask handling operations in the Fuel
Building. It is designed to interface with the Fuel Building overhead crane hook and is
fabricated from high strength carbon steel. The Lifting Yoke may also be used to lift the empty
Transfer Cask into place in the ISFSI Transfer Station. The Lifting Yoke is considereda special
lifting device in accordance with ANSI N14. 6.
5.2.1.1.3

Gap Flushing System

A gap flushing unit is used to flush filtered berawd Spent Fuel Pool water through the W
Basske.MPC/Transfer Cask annulargap to minimize the potentialfor 6@ai'-•c,,•Jycontamination
external surface while the Transfer Cask is in the Cask Loading Pit.
of the IgR-_wke.-MPC
--.
5.2.1.1.4

Vacu.um Drin4gloistureRemoval System

Following fuel loading-,PA MPC lid welding of the Nhield a;d stlidsctu

lids, a skid-mounted

"vacuu-m drycing system igs used to remove the w2ate from. the PWAR Baskets, dry the interior., and
.... The.
backfill. i.t ..th hlium.

uum

drying
.m sy..

..
is d.signed to eac......

..the

R. aSk.t to

3 mm H4g, flush the P'1MR- Basket with helium, and repeat the procass. Dur-ing ecutothe
decGay hea2t from the fiuel helps to reoeany resi~dual_ m~oistre from; the 12= Bas5kt.Q U2-14s.
a2nd gauges are. located on the.vacuu-m skid, to control and monitor the per;formance of tho systom.
The uacuuam dr•ying, successful testing, and drainingof the waterfrom the MPC cavity, the
residualmoisture is removedfrom the cavity using either of two systems. A vacuum drying
system may be used to reduce the pressure in the MPC cavity to a pre-determinedpressure
indicative of a sufficiently dry MPC to prevent corrosion of the fuel assemblies.
In lieu of vacuum drying, a helium recirculationmoisture removal system may be used to remove
residualmoisturefrom the MPC cavity. This system is a closed loop system with appropriate
piping, valves, power supplies and other components necessary to recirculatehelium through the
MPC via the vent and drainports andprocess the helium as it absorbs the moisture in the MPC
cavity. The helium recirculationsystem may also be used for cooling the spent fuel inside the
1244 •a2ket-MPC as discussed in Section 5.1.1.2.
5.2.1.1.5

Helium Backfill System

The helium backfill system (HBS) is used to inject helium of the requiredpurity into the MPC
cavity until the requiredpressure range is achieved
5.2.1.1.6

5.,2. . .Automated Semi-autom.atc Welding System

An automatedsemi'automatic welding system is the preferred equipment used for 1-W-R..-lsk.@
MPC and B ,asket.....pack closure based on design, operation, and ALARA considerations. It
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includes a customized welding system and adapter for mounting the system on top of the
Transfer Cask.
11,,4- 465.2.1.1. 7

Hydraulic System for Operation of Transfer Cask Bottom Doors

4w4-4Hydraulic cylinders are bolted to the outer Transfer Cask "'all after the Transfer Cask is
,
when necessary to pefQ.'m..transfer the loadedMPC in or out of the
placed i; the positio.
Rask@4
Concrete Cask. The cylinders open the bottom doors of the Transfer Cask to allow
MPC transfer, and close €,gI&,-Q@-the doors after completion of the operation. The doors may
be opened or closed by other manual means in the event of failure of the hydraulic cylinders.
5 ,II-,4;5.2.1.1.8

Air Pad System

The air pad system will be used to transport a loaded Concrete Cask from the Fuel Building to its
storage location at the ISFSI Storage Pad and to the Transfer Station for any ;requirod Baskt
O;'e-pack insta2llatin aýd transfer of the MPC into the Transport Caskfor off-site shipping. The
air pads are commercially available lifting devices which, when inflated, lift the cask a few
inches with air pressure. The system uses air compressor(s) and four standard air lifting pads
a;d •ar c-..omprevoorr. The air pads lift the Concrete Cask apprbximately 3 inches and allow it to
ride on a thin cushion of air. The air pad system can only be used on a smooth surface since
cracks or open joints in the transport surface would result in excessive air loss and deflation of
the air pads thereby preventing Concrete Cask movement. With the air pads inflated the
Concrete Cask can then be moved by use of a transport vehicle to push or pull the Concrete
Cask. Air pads minimize the need for handling room around the Concrete Cask, thus minimizing
the size of the Storage Pad.
The air pad design limits the overall lift height of the Concrete Casks to approximately 3 inches.
In the event the Concrete Cask deviates from the smooth transport pathway, air will escape from
the air pads preventing movement of the Concrete Cask. As shown on Figure 8.2-3, the Concrete
Cask must be inclined such that one edge of the Concrete Cask must be raised or lowered over 5
feet to result in a Concrete Cask tipover. Since the air pad design limits the lift height of the
Concrete Cask to approximately 3 inches, a tipover event due to air pad failure is not considered
credible.
&1,. .,45.2.1.1.9

Transfer Station

The Transfer Station is a structural steel frame designed as a stationary lateral and vertical
aakatMPC transfers on the ISFSI Transfer and
restraint for the Transfer Cask during P
S gasad. The transfer Giil4 would be from a Concrete Cask to a B2_s'ket O-e.pack inside a
Concrate Ca1k or frgm a Concrete Cask to a hiipp•g-Transport Cask.
The Transfer Cask is placed on a platform within the Transfer Station, with the Transfer Cask
......
o
cent. rof g;ait
resting on the door rails. Lateral frames are then installed at the.......
the loaded Tra.-sfer Cask to secure the Transfer Cask in the Transfer Station, and hydraulic
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cylinders and hardware for opening the Transfer Cask bottom doors are installed. The Transfer
Cask bottom doors are then opened.
A Concrete Cask is then prepared for placement in the Transfer Station. The Concrete r.Cask lid
......
hi... ;4;@ _-is removed and P-.W.R- Uakp-MPC rigging hardware and slings are attached to
the MPC g4&u'-•-2 lid. The Concrete Cask shield ring is removed and the Concrete Cask is then
moved under the Transfer Cask using air pads. Shielding is placed in any gaps or potential
streaming paths utilizing both installed shield support frames and temporary hangers or wires.
Rigging (previously attached to the 1-..U_ -1@aske.-MPC stc;aJlid) is then raised through the
Transfer Cask (using a long pole) and attached to the qualified mobile crane hook. Remote
engagement tools will be used where feasible to reduce exposure.
The P.3IR. .g-atMPC is raised into the Transfer Cask sufficiently to clear the Transfer Cask
bottom doors. A load cell installed on the Mobile Crane will be used in conjunction with the
Transfer Cask top lid to prevent the -W-R,-•,•r.-MPC from being raised higher than the top of
and the -W-R
I
the Transfer Cask. The doors are closed, mechanicalstops lockia..bo&&.installed,
u.ask,-MPC lowered to rest on the Transfer Cask bottom doors.
Sufficient shielding is put in place aw~d-to remove the Concrete Cask from the Transfer
Station. The destination cask is then moved into position below the Transfer Cask. Shielding is
is then raised above the Transfer Cask bottom doors,
The 1-.1WR-Bse, C
installedpt, ao,.
mechanical stops Io , I i _ -b,, are removed, the bottom doors are opened, and the 1
MPC is lowered into the destination cask.
Basket rigging is disengaged from the mobile crane hook and lowered to the P-U..R.,ske.&-MPC
•a-lid. The loadedcask is then moved from the Transfer Station, the P.WR.2,.t---rMPC
rigging is removed, and cask lid(s) or other closures are placed.
5.2.1.2

Safety Features

Spent fuel handling and transfer operations utilize both component designed features and
administrative controls to assure that required actions are safely accomplished. The R.U-RUas•,,a
MPC is sheltered in the cavity of the Transfer Cask during spent fuel handling. Flushing of the
PULR..,',.MPC/Transfer Cask gap reduces potential contamination from the Cask Loading
Pit. A lid retention system prevents loss of the MPC lid during movement of the unsealed MPC
from the Cask Loading Pit to the DAS. The Transfer Cask top lid ,'ith lid rww.zier io used to
prevents accidental lifting of the sealed P. R-ask.e4.MPC out of the Transfer Cask.
Additional shielding is placed over the 1-WR.- .sk.4-MPC/Transfer Cask gap and temporary
shielding is used, as required,to minimize worker exposure. The RIU- .- ark"NMPC storage
sleeves are designed to withstand a postulated drop accident from the Transfer Cask without
significant damage to the stored fuel (RofSection 8.2.13.3.23). The Transfer Cask has
mechanical stops wee@pi;;ra in the Transfer Cask bottom doors to prevent them from being
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inadvertently opened. A load cell will be used to prevent U.Q.m-the mobile crane from raising the
PW1.k4 . MPC higher than that analyzed by stopping the crane when the wp of t-e Transfer
Cask top lid is impacted by the P2W4R. -k~e4-MPC.
5.2.2

SPENT FUEL STORAGE

The major components of the Trojan ISFSI system used for spent fuel storage are the -W-R
Barw, wt.MPC and Concrete Cask. Design characteristics for each are described in Chapter 4.
Operational performance is described in Sections 5.1.1.1 and 5.1.1.2. Removal of stored spent
nuclear fuel from the Trojan ISFSI for off-site shipment is described in Section 5.1.1.67.
5.2.2.1

Inspection and Surveillance Program

The inspections and surveillances required for the Trojan ISFSI are contained in the Technical
Specifications.
5.2.2.2

Safety Features

Spent fuel storage at the Trojan ISFSI utilizes the inherent safety features of a passive dry cask
design as well as additional administrative controls. Fuel assemblies with higher radiological
2-2,k"MPC and lower radiological
R,
source terms will be loaded toward the center of each 1
source term fuel will be loaded near the outer periphery in order to minimize dose rates. In
storage, the 13ALR- -ke4.MPC is sheltered in the cavity of the Concrete Cask that reduces the
surface dose to wQ4.-within allowable limits as demonstrated in Chapter 7. Additional shielding,
MPC
in the form of a ring, is placed over the gap between the Concrete Cask and W-. k.>-R..-,
after the transfer is complete. Although no credible event can overturn the Concrete Cask, the
2k@-MPC and Concrete Cask are designed to withstand a postulated tipover without
123Wdamaging stored fuel or breaching the confinement boundary. Other safety features (as related to
off-normal events) are discussed in Chapter 8, Accident A4.l.gAnalysis.
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5.3 OTHER OPERATING SYSTEMS
5.3.1

SYSTEM OPERATIONS

The Trojan ISFSI storage system is passive and does not require any systems for its operation
once it is placed into storage. The only equipment required for this storage system, besides the
storage structures, is for fuel loading and movement of the casks to the ISFSI as described in
Section 5.2.1.
5.3.2

COMPONENT/EQUIPMENT SPARES

The Trojan ISFSI system is designed to withstand postulated design basis events as described in
Chapter 8,; therefore, no equipment spares are needed.
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5.4 SUPPORT SYSTEM OPERATION
5.4.1

INSTRUMENTATION AND CONTROLS

The operation of the Trojan ISFSI is passive and self-contained and, therefore, does not need any
control systems. Temperature monitoring devices are used for measuring the temperature rise
between ambient and Concrete ;Cask air outlet t@•p@Aa4r.__o verify adequate heat removal is
occurring in the cask system.
5.4.2

SPARES

Other than the temperature monitoring devices identified in Section 5.4.1, no instrumentation or
control systems are required for operation of the Trojan ISFSI. Since the devices are readily
available commercial components, equipment spares are not required.
5.4.3

4.£-CONTROL ROOM AND CONTROL AREAS

No control room or control areas are needed for the Trojan ISFSI.
5.4.4

,g6-ANALYTICAL SAMPLING

No sampling or analysis is necessary to ensure safe operation of the Trojan ISFSI.
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6.0 SITE-GENERATED WASTE CONFINEMENT AND MANAGEMENT
6.1 ONSITE WASTE SOURCES
Fuel loading and closure of the 12347R BarkMPC will be accomplished under the existing Trojan
Nuclear Plant 10 CFR 50 license and the provisions of the ISFSI Technical Specifications. The
2arkyAMPC *;o44-will
radioactive waste generated during fuel loading and closure of each P_23
consist mainly of potentially contaminated water used for decontamination of the Transfer Cask
ska•
k@4PC lid, and a small amount of solid waste, (e.g., absorbent rags, gap flush
and P•.34•_
resin) used for decontamination. These wastes woul-will be processed using existing Trojan
Plant procedures and systems. Gaseous waste is not anticipated, but the system used to pwmp
RasketMPC will be
s ryremove the residualmoisturefrom the P2
blow down and vaGuum
designed to filter or- ýat'wgaseous waste as required.
Normal operation of the Trojan ISFSI will not generate radioactive waste. The spent nuclear fuel
is r,.wlcontainedinside a leak-tight stainless steel P121. _B2sketMPC and the normal
surveillance and inspection activities do not affect the confinement capability of the 1
BaICMPC.
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6.2 OFFGAS TREATMENT AND VENTILATION
During the fuel loading and PWE -AskotMPC closure process, the PW. BasketMPC that
contains the spent nuclear fuel is vaiuum-dried and backfilled with helium while located inside
the Trojan Fuel Building. Any radioactive gas that is drawn off the PWR Basket gPC during the
*acuum-drying process is passed through a system designed to filter or capture gaseous waste as
required.
Gaseous radioactive waste is not generated by normal operation of the Trojan ISFSI. Any
radioactive gases that are released from the spent nuclear fuel during the storage period will
remain inside the leak-tight PW.R 2skeLMPC. The 1W27 Raske'MPC is designed to remain
sealed while stored at the ISFSI, but if opening the pV.=_ Basket PC is required during the
storage period, a venting system w-Qa4-will be used that w@uld-filters or ap,•radioactive
gases as required.
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6.3 LIQUID WASTE TREATMENT AND RETENTION
During the fuel loading and P147 Rarke4MPC closure process, potentially contaminated liquid
will be generated while decontaminating the Transfer Cask and pW.-R -Baske-APClid. This
potentially contaminated liquid will be collected and processed by existing Trojan Nuclear Plant
procedures and systems under the 10 CFR 50 license.
Liquid radioactive waste is not generated by normal operation of the Trojan ISFSI. The 1LR
Iasw4tMPC is vacuu- dried during the closure process. Therefore, there is no liquid in the leak
tight P..•1AR Basket4PC during the storage period.
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6.4 SOLID WASTES
During the fuel loading and PW-37 BasketMPC closure process, a small amount of solid low level
waste, (e.g., absorbent rags, gap flush resin) will be generated while decontaminating the
.
a sketMPC lid. This solid waste will be collected and processed using
Transfer Cask and PW
existing Trojan Nuclear Plant procedures under the 10 CFR 50 license. Solid waste generated
2an
wim- d.. in-,osure process, will be captured
k@R4MP,C pump dow•n
during the 1WA
and processed by existing Trojan Nuclear Plant procedures and systems under the 10 CFR 50
license.
Solid radioactive waste is not generated by normal operation of the Trojan ISFSI because any
solid waste will remain inside the leak-tight PAIR•R-agkeAMPC during the storage period. No
contamination is anticipated at the ISFSI, but periodic surveys are performed during normal
operation to confirm that there is no contamination. In the unlikely event that contamination is
discovered, a small amount of radioactive waste, e.g., swipes and absorbent rags, would be
collected and processed as low level waste.
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6.5 RADIOLOGICAL IMPACT OF NORMAL OPERATIONS - SUMMARY
Gaseous, liquid or solid radioactive waste ar~-,is not generated during normal operation of the
Trojan ISFSI. Although no leakage from the p-..R- ask@4MPCs is expected during normal
operations, bounding calculations have been performed to assess the impact of the maximum
Mask
PC leakage rates. This analysis is described in Section 7.2.2.
@4R
hypothetical p4-2.
The radioactive waste generated during the loading and closure of the naskets-MPCs is collected
and processed under the 10 CFR 50 license using existing Trojan Nuclear Plant procedures and
systems.
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7.0 RADIATION PROTECTION
7.1 ENSURING THAT OCCUPATIONAL RADIATION EXPOSURES ARE AS LOW AS IS
REASONABLY ACHIEVABLE (ALARA)
7.1.1

POLICY CONSIDERATIONS

The Radiation Protection Program used for operating the ISFSI implements the regulatory
requirements of 10 CFR 20, "Standards for Protection Against Radiation," 10 CFR 72,
"Licensing Requirements for the Independent Storage of Spent Nuclear Fuel and High-Level
Radioactive Waste," and Oregon Administrative Rule (OAR) 345-26-390, through approved
procedures.
The primary objective of the Radiation Protection Program is to maintain exposures to workers,
visitors, and the general public As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA). The dry storage
system that will be used at the Trojan ISFSI has been designed with the principles of ALARA
considered for the operation, inspection, maintenance, and repair of the system. PGE provides or
will contract qualified staff, facilities, and equipment to ensure that exposures are ALARA
during operation of the ISFSI. The ISFSI will be monitored and evaluated on a routine basis to
maintain radiation exposures to unrestricted areas ALARA.
Specific design and operation oriented ALARA considerations are described in the following
sections.
7.1.2

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

The Concrete Cask system is designed to ensure that occupational radiation exposures are
ALARA as defined in 10 CFR 20. As such, special design considerations have been taken to
ensure exposure rates are ALARA. These considerations include:
1.

Thick walls and lids that contain various shielding materials;

2.

Totally passive system that requires minimum maintenance;

3.

Welded closures that provide redundant radioactive material confinement;

4.

Non-planar paths for the air inlets and outlets to minimize radiation streaming;
and

5.

Spacing of the Concrete Casks on the Storage Pad to provide self-shielding for
interior Concrete Casks.

Detailed descriptions of the Concrete Cask system components are included in Chapter 4.
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7.1.3

OPERATIONAL CONSIDERATIONS

ISFSI operational details including p2.A.R -1sket4,PC loading, closure, transfer, storage, and off
site shipping are included in Chapter 5. Loading and transfer operations have been determined
following ALARA guidelines. ISFSI personnel will follow site procedures consistent with
Regulatory Guide 8.8 and Regulatory Guide 8.10. Personnel radiation exposure during handling
and closure of the p•.1rR4 -2atkeMPCis minimized by the following steps.
1.

Fuel loading procedures that follow accepted practice and build on existing
experience;

2.

Loading spent nuclear fuel in the PWR R<a;ketMWPC within the controlled
environment of the Fuel Building to prevent the spread of contamination;

3.

4MPCpositions;
Loading the most radioactive fuel in interior pR3Z_ Bask

4.

Injecting filteredborad water into the annulus between the Transfer Cask and
kMPC external
PULP..aRketMPC to minimize contamination of the P1.23surface;

5.

eWtPC while the Transfer Cask and
Placing the shieldk4g lid on the P-A.R_ •
PR ak4MPC remain in the Cask Loading Pit;

6.

Decontaminating the exterior of the Transfer Cask and welding the 12=
.aBrke"MPC is still filled with water;
Uagke4MPClid while the •_3A

7.

MPC while still housed in the Transfer Cask;
Draining the PW-R aket72

8.

Using portable shielding as necessary;

9.

Using the shielded Transfer Cask that is remotely operated to transfer the 1J3WR
-aRk-MPC to the Concrete Cask;

10.

Placing a shielding ring over the annular gap between the Concrete Cask and
,gk
PC;
A.71
PWP

11.

Swiping the Concrete Cask exterior for contamination prior to leaving the Fuel
Building;

12.

Storing higher dose rate Concrete Casks toward the northeast section of the ISFSI
Storage Pad to minimize dose rates at the normally occupied areas to the south
and west of the Storage Pad;
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13.

Using ALARA pre-job briefings prior to fuel movement and Concrete Cask
loading sequence; and

14.

Use of mock-ups for training.
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7.2 RADIATION SOURCES
7.2.1

CHARACTERIZATION OF SOURCES

The design basis radiationsource termsfor the shielding analysis of genera! criteria for the
radioactive material to be stored in the Trojan ISFSI are provided in Table 3.1-2. The burnup of
42,000 MWD/MTU bounds all fuel assemblies to be stored in the Trojan ISFSJ. Shielding
analyse's v.'er performed for: two design basis c~ases, 10,000Q MWd 5 year- c~ooled fuel, and
15,000 M43Ad -6 year coole~d fuel. The entirec Trojan spent iel inetr'is bounded by these,
(Reference 4). Fr e..ac case, Since the
m,ling
tw c.....aSe.S with respect t- bu"mup le ve I and co
final power operation occurredin November 1992, a cooling time of nine years bounds the
Trojan spentfuel inventoryfor storage after November 2001. The entire Trojan spentfuel
inventory is therefore bounded by the 42, 000 MWD/MTU burnup and the nine-year cooled case.
A lower bound initial enrichment kv-kai of 3. 09 wt% U-235 is assumed, since this will yield
the maximum gamma and neutron source terms for fuel-ofaagPvathe 42,000 MWD/MTU
burnup level. This enrichment is a conservatively low enrichment that bounds the Trojan spent
fuel inventory at this burnup level.
The values in Table 3.1-2 and the analysis reportedin this chapter are based on a Westinghouse
1 7xl 7fuel assembly. Table 3.1-1 indicates that the Westinghouse 17x1 7 has a higher Uranium
mass compared to the B& W 17x] 7 assembly. Therefore, the Westinghouse 17xl 7 will have a
higher radiationsource term than the B& W 17x] 7for the same enrichment, burnup, and cooling
time combinations.
souRces are modeled by the, shieldiag analyses. The active fuel region ot
"Five dis•tntr•d
the assemnbly containis two sourceos, the e regio gam s-ource and. the fuel region neutron
source, and the, top n.ozzl rgion gam.a source...
g
gam-.ma sour.e, the gar,s ple.num. ein;
hs he am sores is almost entirely due to Co -60 activity from activated steel
EahQo
abo.e source is~dscrbdioh oloigsbetos
th
of
Each
ThLe radiation source da-ta used in the, shielding an;alyses are taken from the' Offie fCiila
feec 6).Ti
Radio active Wasrte Management (OCRWLN4 spent fuel comRputer databasew
database giveos radiation sourcestenth and spectra for spent fuel (on4 a per A4TU of fuel basis94
h daQtabase; alogie
mn.
ofbunu lvel colngtime, and_ initialeni2
as fncio
s'ufficiet additional data to calculate' the, gRAmma source- term=s forte o fe assem;bly rgos
The principalsources of direct radiationfrom the Concrete Cask are:
1.

Gamma radiationoriginatingfrom the following sources
* Decay of radioactivefission products
* Secondaryphotons from neutron capture infissile and non-flssile nuclides
Hardware activationproducts generated duringpower operations
*
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2.

Neutron radiationoriginatingfrom the following sources
Spontaneousfission
*
Alpha,neutron (a;n) reactions in fuel materials
*
Secondary neutronsproduced byfissionfrom suberiticalmultiplication
•
Gamma,neutron (7,n) reactions(this source is negligible)
*

The foregoing can be groupedinto three distinct sources, each of which is discussed below: fuel
gamma source,fuel neutron source, and non-fuel hardware Co-60 source. The source termsfor
the analysespresentedin this SAR were calculatedusing the same methods describedin the
HI-STORM 100 System FSAR. The neutron and gamma source terms, along with the quantities
of radionuclidesavailablefor release, were calculatedwith the SAS2H and ORIGEN-S modules
of the SCALE 4.4 system (References 1 and 2) (the HI-STORM FSAR used the SCALE 4.3
system).
7.2.1.1

Fuel Gamma Source

Table 7.2-2 presents the gamma source terms that were usedfor the active fuel portion of the
design basisfuel assemblyfor the shielding analyses. The source is presented in both Me V/sec
andphotons/secfor an energy range of 0.45 MeVto 3.0 MeV The HI-STORM 100 System FSAR
(Reference 3) states: "Photonswith energies below 0. 45 MeV are too weak to penetrate the
HI-STORM overpack or HI-TRAC, and photons with energies above 3.0 MeV are too few to
contribute significantly to the external dose." Since the Concrete Cask and HI-STORM 100
overpack are similar in their shielding characteristics(concrete and steel shielding) this
conclusion is also validfor the Concrete Cask. Since the Trojan Transfer Cask design is
similar to the Holtec HI-TRAC 100, this conclusion is also validfor the Trojan Transfer
rdc aioulds eea
Cask.The, fuel gammza sourc is copr4e of 163 principlfisso
ful. The r.dionu.lides
U0,
the.
.. ti.
.
activation produ;. c, an...d ac.iniderdonucide. prsent
that are th major cotrbto; r to th fdel source, term Qre listad in Tb•le441 "721.
lmercsource 4Ahich1 completely
am suc s oee as a hognu
The fue eio
h am orei
fils
te P'.T Baketinterior over thle, axial gpan that contains acotivea fuel.
is based upon
source
gamma
region
fuel
evenl. dist•-i•buted, theoughout t•hs d•eid vlme. The
24 complete design basis Westinghouse 17x1 7 PWR fuel assemblies, each xith thee maximum
l,,•,oading ,of0A9 MU. Using the same term for complete fuel assemblies in
(initial) ur.iu
the model bounds the source term for partial fuel assemblies (faik,d-damaged fuel) and fuel
debris because a complete fuel assembly has a higher source term.
lte inoTbl 72 2. Gamma
1re
basis case
The f,,e region g.mma..ources fo each design11
source strenghs are shoe.n for both of the bounding bu•muP and cooling time cases. For each of
eMcassumed. an initial
f re
levels
Uonse.'aOO
thertocasesmc
3020 U3 isPRassumd for the 10,0001 TM33d case@, and an initial euricQL n
enric44e t level of-
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similar4bmp level! has a higher enrchmntlevl)
ak inT;a-ble 7.2, 2 is given for. each gammn~a energyf
line'. The0 gamm4pa sou4rce strengths from the OC-R'- cmpute dataase for each energy line, in
"units of gammas/sec dT-U, are, m;ultiplied by the fue! loading of 0.169 MTU-1a~ssembly and th
number of Qassmblies (.21) to deterine the. source strengthfrecheeg line, in units ot
gamasseccak.The, gammA~a source@ strengths for. each ener;gy line are added together to yield
the, total gamm~na source strengths per c~ask shown in Table .22
T-he, gaRmma sou-rceg strength (in amsse

The 1.25 Me" gamm;Ra source, stren4gths, shown inTable ;72 2 include the additional gamma
a2dditiona@lgamma sorecme rmactivated control cmoetstainless steel cladding, h
OCR WM-database gives, the active@ fuel re@gion Co -60 activi4ty (in Ci) per. MTUL of fuel as a
funaction ofburnup, cooling time, and ercmn.Italso gives the total amounQt of coQbalt
kiniially present in the, assem;bly Per; MTU of uel. The activ'e fuel regio-n cbl civto ee
tot1l amo-unto
(Ci of Co .60 per; gra-m of initi all cobalt) can Be determied :from this2 data. The.Q
cobalt present in the. con;trolJ component@ is then deterimind from the total stainless steel mas inr
the. cotoWomoetcadding an~d the maxi-mumi-- co:-balt cocnrtini tainless steel. This
cobQalt mass is mu~ltiplied by the oatatvto@ee (describh-ed- above) to yield a total active
fuel! region Co -60 -activity dueQ to the contro c~~omponen cladding. This Co 60 gammta source i
thena collapsed onto the nearest fuel source ga;mma energ-y ine@ @he 1.-25 Me4! kle') anRd addedt
thea sorc srngh utu for: the spentg fuel. The r-esulting 1.25 Me'.' gammaa source@ strength is
The axial bumup profile present in the active fuel (Reference S4) is modeled in the shielding
analyses. This profile, which has a peak to average ratio of 1.1, is shown in Figure 7.2- 1. The
peak to average ratio of the gamma source strength profile is also 1.1 because the gamma source
strength is roughly directly proportional to the fuel burnup level. The gamma shielding analyses
the- ConcQ-re-te Cask anPd Tr4ansfe
account for the peak axial profile in the dose rate calculations on3a
uApon the fl at sourceG
base'd
enpds areV
Cask Sidevs. The dose, r-atesm calcaulated on- the c0a-ask
distibuion an coservatiWely ne@glect the, effects ofthe axial bumuWppoie
7.2.1.2

Fuel Neutron Source

Neutron sources are based on spontaneous fission sources from various actinides and alpha,
2M
neutron (ct,n) reactions. The primary neutron source is the spontaneous fission of Cm -244.
bumAup
XhA4Qatoa Tble 7.2-3 presents the neutron source term used strength for ea2ch oftetwo
r ae
case's (,per MTU1 ofrfue) is taen- from the OC-RWMa computer database.Teesuce
on4 the same initial enrichments' ;assumed for the active fuel region gammpa source.Ths ot
4M4ý=h- an-d the, cask capacity ot
sources are mulWtiplied by the assembly, uranium loading of016
21 asmbis to yield the, per. cask total n4eutron sou4rce@ strengths sho-.M in Table 7.2-3.
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The neutron source strengths shov. Mfor each ,,-etr-on eOn-erg group, we-re o-tained by ;mult;,h3iping
n c-,-r,', 'trenoths b;v the noqRalizad neutron spectrum, shown, in the, right oelumn
+1`e tia,.+• .
analyses. The
e
ofalt sieding
n
sue
Tal .
of~
.Thsnraiedsetuts
~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~4:1
specrumWhih is rsimilar to th4sonaneu fissign spectrumof f
Multipurpose Canister Sub-System Design Procurement Specification (Reference 9).
The neutron source strength has highly non-linear dependence upon fuel burnup level. Surveys
ts show that th neu4tro. source.
outpu
of OCR 3A.A4 computer databas neutron ou..rce strengt
6#61gt4 and is roughly proportional to the burnup level raised to the 4.2 power. Due to the
strong non-linear dependence of the neutron source strength on bumup level, the axial burnup
profile of the fuel causes the total neutron source strength to increase by 13.8759A percent over
the neutron source strength calculated at the assembly average burnup level presented in
Table 7.2-3. This increase was accountedfor in the neutron shielding analysis. Sub-critical
neutron multiplication causes a further 3.4,04-increase in the total neutron source strength
presented in Table 7.2-3. The incre.ass in

total

neu.ro

s.ourc

strengh wer

take... into ac'count

This increase was automaticallyaccountedfor in the Monte
..
.als
.
i-n the neutron shieldikg
Carlo N-Particle (MCNP) calculations.
Due to the non-linear dependence, the 10- percent axial burnup peaking factor yields an axial
peaking factor of -approximately 5024percent for the neutron source strength. The neutron
shielding analyses explicitly modeled the axial neutron source profile which results from the
axial burnup profile. This was done by dividing the active fuel region into several small axial
subsections, each with a different neutron source strength. These axial subsections are described
in Table 7.2-4. The axial span (measured from the bottom of the active fuel region) is shown for
each subsection, along with the relative fuel burnup level and the relative neutron source
strength. These values are relative to the assembly average burnup level and the neutron source
strength calculated for the assembly average burnup level.
7.2.1.3

Non-Fuel Region Gamma Sources

As mentioned above, the non-fuel hardware of a fuel assembly (e.g., steel and inconel in the
end fittings) become activated during in-core operations to produce a radiationsource. The
primary radiationfrom these portions of the fuel assembly is Co-60 activity. Radiationfrom
other isotopes within the steel and inconel has a negligible impact on the radiationdose rate
compared with the Co-60 activity. Therefore, Co-60 was the only isotope considered in the
analysis. The method used to calculate the activity in the non-fueled regions of the assembly is
fully described in Section 5.2.1 of the HI-STORM 100 System FSAR. Consistent with the
analysis in the HI-STORM FSAR, the Co-59 impurity level assumed in the steel and inconel of
the fuel assembly was 1.0 gm/kg or 1000 ppm. It was also assumedfor this analysis that the
fuel assemblies contained non-zircaloy grid spacers with a Co-59 impurity level of 1.0 gm/kg.
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Table 7.2-5 presents the mass datafor the non-fuel parts of the Westinghouse 17x1 7fuel
assembly that were used in the source term calculations. The gasplenum region was split into
two separateregionsfor modeling considerations. As stated above, a Co-59 impurity level of
1.0 gm/kg (0.1 wt%) was usedfor both inconel and stainless steel. Therefore, there is little
distinction between stainless steel and inconel in the source term generationand since the
shieldingcharacteristicsare similar,stainless steel was used in the shielding calculations
insteadof inconel.
The gam.1ma sourcesF -fo-r the- three n~on fuel assem;bly regions (the. beoffo niozzle region, the gas
these Qn" 1ofl assembly regions, an be deteroined,
fr6.i
Gomponet . The. C-0 60 ct
data a.ailable
as a function of asseymbly bu. up le;,el, coo.in.g time., and initial e"P.

in4 the- OCR=~. spent fuel coptrdtabase,(eeec.)
As dicursaed in Section 7.2.1.1, the OCRI.••U database gie the active fue! region Co-60
actiity (in Ci) and the total fuel region initall cobalt inveRro- (in gr•a•ms) per MlU of fe•l. This
,i d
n level (Ci Co 60per, gram inlitial cobalt) to be, d•eto
coal actIato
a11llo th core gi
as a f;u.nctin of, .bu..plevQe@, iit4Wia enrichmoen, and coolng time,. During reactor operation,
neutron flux levels in the non-fuel regions of the assembly (above and below the core) are much
lower than those present in the core region. Thus, the Co-60 activation level is expected to be
much lower for the non-fuel regions. Cobalt activation level adjustment factors, consistent with
those used in the HI-STORM FSAR, have been determined for each of the three non-fuel
regionss (Referenlce...10,, and are presented in Table 7.2-6. The Co-60 activity
material.
levels in the non-fuel materialof the fuel assembly calculated using these flux adjustmentfactors
arepresented in Table 7.2-7.
In addition to the non-fuel material on the fuel assembly, Burnable Poison Rod Assemblies
(BPRAs), Rod Cluster ControlAssemblies (RCCAs), and Thimble Plug Devices (TPDs) were
consideredin the analysis. BPRAs were only used in the first cycle of operation at TNP and
analysis has demonstratedthat the radiationsourcefrom these devices do not contribute
noticeably to the radiationdose rates outside the Concrete Cask As a result these devices were
not consideredin the analyses reported in this chapter. The TNP typically operatedwith RCCAs
fully withdrawn. Therefore, the activation of these devices was limited to the extreme lower
portion of the devices. Analysis has determined that the radiationsourcefrom these devices
does not contribute noticeably to the radiationdose rates outside the Concrete Cask Therefore,
these devices were not consideredin the analysis in this chapter.
The TPDs were used at TNP for all cycles except the last. These devices, which are positionedin
the top of the fuel assembly during normal in-core operationsand during normalstorage
conditions, are significantly activated. Since these devices arepositioned in the upperportion of
the fuel assembly during storage, the radiationsourcefrom these devices contributesnoticeably
to the dose rates at the top of the Concrete Cask Therefore, these devices were consideredin
the shielding analysis. SAS2H and ORIGEN-S were used to calculate the Co-60 activityfrom the
activation of the steel and inconel in these devices. The HI-STORM FSAR used a Co-59 impurity
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level of 0. 8 gm/kg and 4.7 gm/kg for the steel and inconel, respectively, in the analysis of TPDs.
The same impurity levels were used in this analysis. The accumulatedburnupfor these devices
was 118,674 MWD/MTU. Based on the end datefor Cycle 13, the minimum cooling time for
these devices is 11 years. The downtime between cycles was accountedfor in the calculation of
source term for these devices. Table 7.2-8 shows the mass of the materials that were usedfor
the TPDs. Table 7.2-9 shows the calculatedCo-60 source term for the TPDs.
ThUe iaitial gram.s of,.tcalt in each assembly non fuel! regiona is dete.M"ined using the OCR3r,4
i ltipli•d by the
e
Gio 60 activ;4iyper initial grams- of-cobl
T c he or
database.
levelI adjustment factor, .for the appr.opriatereg , to yld te C.60 a.tivity per;
act.ivationt
initia grams of cobalt for-the assemPbly non -fuel region.
TheO Co-60 activity' for each region- is ob4tained-by mliyng@te o60 activity per. in~itial gramsr
of cogbalt for the, re@gion by the initial garams ofco~balt in that region.,

Me4! gamm4Ra and
,
Me4'!1 anad 1,3 33 Me'! gammAa source strengths (a"o-60 decay emPits one 1.173
are
into,1,173
1converted÷,
ýasouWrcze. strengths,
ar th/en
an"region ga
c,+tivities
o6 fuel
PWP. Baskret,,,,;,,,-..;Tee
e,These
total (ter@cask) non
h
fulreionof
gPamm;a).
eachon--hm,,
1.333 Me'!
onebumnup
tofe
onfelrgions n& o aho h
5fr ah fth he
shwni. Tbe
cae.In the, shielding mo4dels, each of these non fuel regio gam ourGels is evely
askt interior.
distr-ibuted t~oug-hout the cone@sponding axia subsection of-thk
7.2.1 .4Greater Than Class C Waste
This section has been deleted.
241- 57.2.1.4

Fuel Debris

The. PGF fuel debris consists, of individual fuel pellets anqd fr~agment;s from dam;age'd fuel rods9.
For the shielding analysis, fuel debris source termsfrom individualfuelpellets andfragments
from damagedfuel rods are conservatively assumed to be the same as for intact fuel. This
assumption is conservative because the fuel debris will be stored in Failed Fuel Cans, separate
from intact fuel, and the total quantity of fuel debris is only a few kilograms, as compared to an
intact fuel assembly with several hundred kilograms of fuel material.
7Z,,?4 -4 7.2.1.5

Non-Fuel Bearing Components

In addition to failed fiel, fuel assembly hardware, non-fuel bearing components, and one fuel
skeleton will also be stored. These components are made of 304 stainless steel, zirconium IV,
and Inconel. The source terms from these additional components were not independently
considered in the shielding calculations, but the fuel source terms would bound this additional
waste.
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7.2.2

AIRBORNE RADIOACTIVE MATERIAL SOURCES

Loading of spent nuclear fuel and other wastes into the PWAR Ba-ktMPC is carried out under
water in the Spent Fuel Pool Cask Loading Pit which prevents the spread of contamination. The
are dried and sealed within the controlled environment of the Fuel Building.
"P-.7R-a-kQtgMPCs
The gaseous waste from the PWR askot&MPCs will be passed through a local HEPA filter.
Once the PWR-22-wk;@MPC is dried and seal welded, there are no credible off normal events or
accidents that will cause breaching of the p32.W UasketMPC and subsequent release of airborne
radioactivity. Therefore, no airborne releases to the environment from the spent nuclear fuel
assemblies are expected to occur during loading-and handling, or storage operations. This
discussion notwithstanding,analyses have been performed to calculatethe dose to an individual
at the Trojan ISFSI ControlledArea boundary due to an effluent release under off-normal and
hypothetical accident conditions. These analyses are presented in Sections 8.1.3, 8.1.4, and
8.2.1.
7.2.2.1

MPC Surface Contamination

During normal operation of the ISFSI, a potential source of airborne radioactivity is from surface
PC exterior, which would be deposited there from the Spent
contamination on the 12= - l
Fuel Pool water. As discussed in Chapter 5, filtered, borad water is injected into the Transfer
PC annulus to prevent contamination of the outside surface of the A
...
Cask/•.RA
B gýMPC when it is submerged in the Cask Loading Pit and the Transfer Cask is washed down
after being removed from the Spent Fuel Pool to remove potential contamination. The exterior
-skQPC will be checked for loose surface contamination while the 42=
of the =.-........
R2R,k4PC is in the Transfer Cask to the extent possible because the P2 =-R2sk@e4MPC surface
is not readily accessible while the P'..r 12sketMPC is in the Transfer Cask. As a second check,
the interior of the Transfer Cask will be checked for loose surface contamination after the 12
R AR MPC is removed because the interior surface of the Transfer Cask would be representative
of the loose surface contamination on the exterior surface of the 1-2= .BarkMPCthat was just
2
inside the Transfer Cask. A limit of 104pCi /cm 2 beta-gamma and 10'ýtCi /cm alpha will be
used and if loose surface contamination is above this limit, the need to decontaminate the 4
R•k@4MPC will be evaluated. These limits were used in an analysis of a release of radioactive
particulates from the R=. -Ra ketMPC surface while in storage on the Storage Pad. This
analysis, which is described in hapw;t-8Section 8.1.3, shows that the consequences of the
postulated release are negligible.
a4d
2
As stated above, Chapter 8 also describes the postulated leakage from PRY. -gketMPC
ground level releases. Postulated PWR= BaaketMPCleakage is evaluated for-noira4, off-normalT
and hypothetical accident conditions. The doses resulting from ,;i&-postulated failures are within
regulatory limits, which further demonstrates the conservative design of the storage system when
its confinement capabilities are considered.
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7.2.2.2

Confinement Vessel Releasable Source Term

The inventory of isotopes other than Co-60 is calculatedwith the SAS2H and ORIGEN-S
modules of the SCALE 4.4 system. The isotopic inventoryfor PWR fuel in the MPC was based
on the design basisfuel assembly with a burnup of 42,000 MWD/MTU, nine years cooling time,
and an enrichment of 3.09 wt% U-235. This assumed burnup and the cooling time were chosen
to conservatively bound the actual burnup and coolingtimes for all spentfuel at the Trojan
NuclearPlant.
All isotopes that contributegreater than 0. 1 percent to the total curie inventoryfor the fuel
assembly are consideredin the evaluation asfines. This analysis also includes those actinides
that contribute greaterthan 0. 01 percent to the total curie inventory as the dose conversion
factorsfor these isotopes are in general greater than other isotopes (e.g., isotopes ofplutonium,
americium, curium, and neptunium). This approach is in accordancewith ISG-5 (Reference 5).
A summary of the isotopes availablefor release is provided in Table 7.2-1.
7.2.2.3

CrudRadionuclides

The majority of the activity associatedwith crud is due to Co-60 (Reference 6). The inventory
2
for Co-60 was determined by using the crud surface activity for PWR rods (140 x 10r6 Ci/cm )
2
provided in NUREG/CR-6487, multiplied by the surface areaper assembly (3 x 1OW cm for
PWR fuel, also provided in NUREG/CR-6487). The source terms were then decay corrected
nine years using the basic radioactivedecay equation:

A(t) = Ao e-"'
where:
A (t)

= activity at time t (Ci),

Ao

= the initial activity (Ci),

2

= the In2/t,12 (where t,12 = 5.272 yearsfor Co-60 [Reference 7]), and
= the time in years (9 years).

t

A summary of the Co-60 inventory availablefor release is provided in Table 7.2-1.
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7.3 RADIATION PROTECTION DESIGN FEATURES
7.3.1

INSTALLATION DESIGN FEATURES

Section 7.1.2 describes the design features of the installation and equipment that ensure
exposures to radiation are ALARA. The ISFSI is a passive outdoor storage system. Each
Concrete Cask located at the ISFSI has sufficient natural circulation to ensure adequate air
cooling of the p12=_- -2aSkeA,!pC. All radiation sources are confined within the sealed 12=
12;1kR ;4IPC,which serves as a confinement boundary and shielding. The pUR 2asket.MPC is
inside the Concrete Cask, which provides further shielding.
Concrete Cask loading and decontamination will be perfQormed within the Trojan Fuel Building.
Operation of Fuel Building systems for Concrete Cask loading, control of filtered ventilation,
and radioactive waste treatment are covered under the existing 10 CFR 50 license.
A detailed description of the ISFSI is included in Chapter 4. The ISFSI layout is described in
Chapter 2. Concrete Cask operational details are included in Chapter 5. The criteria for the
design of the installation features and systems are provided in Chapter 3.
Specific shielding design features are described in the next section. These features are consistent
with guidance provided in Regulatory Guide 8.8 (Reference 11).
Applicable portions of Regulatory Guide 8.8, position C.2 have been used as guidance as
follows:
1.

Access to the ISFSI is controlled in accordance with 10 CFR 72. Normal access
to the ISFSI is through a single access point.

2.

Radiation shielding is provided by the p1..LR BaskeQtPC and Concrete Cask and
constitutes the primary method of reducing personnel exposure to radiation.

3.

The ISFSI is a passive installation that has no operations to control. Therefore, no
process instrumentation or controls are necessary during storage.

4.

Airborne contaminants and gaseous radiation sources are confined by the
seal-welded p.2WRm Ia2ke.MPC.

5.

No crud is produced by the PAWR Raske@4MPC or Concrete Cask.

6.

Concrete Cask decontamination is performed, as necessary,prior to placement on
the Storage Pad. Once the Concrete Casks are in place, there are no credible
mechanisms that could result in contamination of the ISFSI components.
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7.3.2

7.

Area radiation monitoring instrumentation consists of thermoluminescent devices
(TLDs) posted at the perimeter of and in the Controlled Area near the Concrete
Casks.

8.

No resin or sludge is produced from the PIUR R-askPAMPC or Concrete Casks.

SHIELDING

The Concrete Cask system is designed to maintain radiation exposure As Low As Reasonably
Achievable (ALARA). The Concrete Cask i.&,design d-to-p;@;ozi results in an average external
dose rate (gamma and neutron) of less than 100 mrem/hr on the sides and 2,50-300 mrem/hr on
top and at the air inlets and outlets. The maximum dose rate at the top of the p•.L. _ ;aikeAMPC
sIutmc;a! lid 4ill-may be limited by temporary shielding to allow limited personnel access during
p. =-JasketMPC closure operations. This design satisfies the requirements of 10 CFR 72.104,
10 CFR 72.106, and OAR 345-26-390, which establish dose limits for members of the public in
unrestricted areas (i.e., at or beyond the Controlled Area Boundary of ,2-5-225meters).
Besides the Concrete Cask, MPC, and the Transfer Cask, no other radiationshieldingfeatures
are requiredforthe TNP ISFSI. However, the ISFSI location has naturalearth berms locatedon
the North andEast sides. The terrain in the other directions is notflat but there are no earth
berms immediately surroundingthe ISFS. Conservatively, the analysis in this SAR does not take
any shielding creditfor earth berms or physical structures that exist between the ISFSI and the
ControlledArea Boundary. The terrainwas assumed to be flat ground
7.3.2.1

Radial and Axial Shielding Configurations

The radiation shielding for the stored spent nuclear fuel assemblies is provided by a variety of
(desc;ibed be1...)
2 ho,.'.' shielding model ge.
shielding materials. Figur s 7.3- ,nd 733omti
;-344.2-4 and
Figures
agkeQtMPC,-i- pA Concrete Cask, and Transfer Cask.
&-A
f& in the 1.3
AsPhieldin;g model g.o;moets
;,3-64. 7-1 depict the Concrete Cask and the Transfer Cask or,...:
Basket in4the Transfar• Cask, Also, The shielding models were
for
"" the 2
1
(ds•cribed below)
createdin full three-dimensionaldetail and accuratelyrepresent the configurationsshown in
thosefigures (minor exceptions include the hole for the gapflush system and inflatable seal
detailsfor the Transfer Cask). The top lid on the Transfer Cask was conservatively not modeled.
1The densities for constituent nuslideselements of all shielding materials used in the calculational
models are given in Table& 7.3-1-andd--,-2.
The R_= IaketMPC contains aa o~igt-9.5-inch thick stainless steel Aivid-lid and a 2.5-inch
thick baseplate, both of which connect to the 0.5-inch thick MPC shell. T-hiR sShialdThe MPC lid
provides radiation protection for workers engaged in the PAUR R- kMPC closure and transfer
operations as well as the largest majority of the shielding in the top axial direction during
storage. Additional shielding in the top axial direction of the Concrete Cask is provided by the -3
0. 75-inch thick steel stmc1tua!-lid on the P1YR_ Basket top and the steel lid on; the Concrete Cask.
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In addition, a steel shield ring, 6 inches tall and 4 inches thick with an inner diameter of
r - askgtMPC/Concrete Cask inner liner annulus adds
64 inches, immediately above the 12=.
protection from radiation streaming up this annulus. Shielding located axially beneath the 13R
, kcArMPC consists of the steel 2WE- asket4PC bottombaseplate, the steel Concrete Cask
-in Tables 7.3•1
terials are listd
..
liner bottom, and a thick section of concrete. These shiolding
ian-d ?.3-2.

Radiation shieldingfor the Concrete Cask in the radial direction during storage is provided
A-s-ketMPCshell, followed
primarily by the MPCfuel basket internalsand the steel P7
consecutively by the 2-inch thick steel Concrete Cask inner liner and a 29-inch thick concrete
wall. Cooling air penetrations are from the Concrete Cask sides, and contain at least two sharp
bends to minimize radiation streaming. The four sets of air inlet and exhaust ducts in the
Concrete Cask are fabricated with 0.5-"inch thick steel walls.
The Transfer Cask is comprised of multiple layers of shielding. The shieldingin the radial
direction consists of a 0. 75-inch steel shell, 3 5/8 inches of lead, 1 inch of steel, 5 inches of
water, and 0.5 inch of steel. The lead and steel shielding is primarilydesigned to attenuate
gamma radiationproduced by the containedfuel and activatedhardware. Attached to the outer
steel shell is a waterjacket. The waterjacket is designed to moderate and absorb the neutrons
produced by the containedfuel. Eight 2-inch thick steel heat transferfins are also present in the
waterjacket region that run radiallyoutfrom the Transfer Cask outer steel shell to the outer
wall of the waterjacket. In the shielding models, these steelfins are modeled explicitly to
accountfor the reduction in neutron shielding at these points. The waterjacket extendsfrom the
bottom of the Transfer Cask to just below the lifting trunnions. In the axial direction,the
Transfer Cask bottom doorspositioned below the MPC are 7.25-inch solid steel, and a Transfer
Cask top lid is positioned above the MPC. The Transfer Cask top lid was conservatively not
modeled in this analysis. During normal operations,no personnel contact is requiredwith the
bottom of the Transfer Cask bottom doors.
Figures 4.2-1a and 4.2-1b depict the MPC and its internalconfiguration. In the shielding
models, the fuel PA'R ...a.ktiPCbasket, Boral neutronpoison plates, andsheathing are
modeled explicitly, while the fuel assembly is modeled as a homogenized mass. The activefuel
region and the non-fuel regions above and below the fuel assembly were modeled separately.
The fuel assembly i"-pw;" is sub-divided into Cow-six axial subregions. The detail dimensions of
these sub-regions are listed in Table 7.3-2. When the TPDs were considered to be present in the
fuel assembly, the massfrom these devices was included in the appropriateregion in the models.
In each sub;rgion, the. cormpli•ted P2WR Basket internal strut-ur.s are mixed into a single
hgmoge'noug mat@rial that flls the, subregion.,
In the active fuel region, the homogenous material includes spent fuel material (modeled as pure
'........,
U0 2), and the Zircaloy cladding and guide tube material (m;;de@led .-as P..eontrol
steel
•
stainles
the
anld
;4-9,
•Pure a
t sleee material (modeled
ppor•
carbon stoel f•ul
a the,
Auc
copoens Rne1a
Ba sket
com;;ponent cladding mnateria ISl., SeraI other_ PW3ATR7-14
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the neutron; Poison sheets Are: included in4 the fuel region ooeosmtrapo

The gas plenum region homogenized material includes the Zircaloy cladding material that may
be present in the homogenized regions above and below the active fuel zone is conservatively
springs (whic;h are the source.of th
neglected. andLt iron andnickel materials; in the, plen

atialscnsist of the meta
gammt:a radiationa). The, top and bottom nzlreinhmgied
maeralwhich make up the, top and bottom nozeand wAhich ;are the source of the gammaR
riasas inclu1-de the Zircaloy preOsent in the solid end capso
radiation. -The, hoognzemt
the freI rods,. Also, the bottom noz•l
carbon s..te

Grgion•m•aterial de.scQription• includes the iron fr-m the

whicah exte.nd intothat region.
supprt sI eeve ....

T.

fe.l support slees do not

always extend into the top nozzgle, reOgion, so the top noQZle region homo4genized matrial6QJ does not
include h sup ortleve matenal.
aeildescr-iption for the four axial subregions of the 12= Basket inter;ior
The hooeie
in Tables 7.3-1 and 7.3_2.
shown
•re
The Tr•ansfer Cask shielding design reduces the, dos from thenloaded P23WIR Bas-ket Shielding at
the top is proided by the PW....R Basket shield and stm...ral lids. Radially, the Transfer Cask1.is
c

omposed of"aseel

Shall

flled •with two

separa•• shielding

ma•teials.

The

first is a Ilad shield

designed to
absor-b•
.
neo
og
The scond
designed to attenuate• gamma radiati.
moderate :and absorb the neutrons. Steel heat traznsfer fins are also present in the neuron shield

region. bInthe silngmdsthese steel fins are mixed- with the, neutron material to create h
hoognosmaerallstd nTables 7.2_ ad7.2.4hT raserCsWbto doo0-rs rethc
steel '.vhich reduwes, the, contact dose. rate. However-, noproecnatwth the. bottom doors
During off site transfer operations, the Ship~ping Cask lid is remove'd anid the Tase

7.3.2.2

tto

Shielding Evaluation

The fully three-dimensional,continuous energy, coupled neutron-gamma Monte Carlo code

Monte Carlo N-Particle Version 4A (MCNP-4A) (Reference 8) was usedfor all shielding

use.d f.r.radiation
analyses..A combination of.computer odes an.d manual cluainare
oshieldinag analysos of both th, Co'ncrete Cask and. T3ra:nsrfer CaskI. onta•iaing dosign basis frel,
The MCNP shielding code was used to calculate neutron and gamma dose rates along the
surface and 1 meter from an individual Concrete Cask and the Transfer Cask MCNP is capable

of modeling three-dimensionalgeometries using explicit elemental materialdescriptionsfor each
materialzone. MCNP uses point-wise cross section data; therefore, no group structuresare
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used. MCNP gives averageflux levels (andspectra) over each user-defined surface area
detector. The gamma and neutronflux-to-dose conversionfactors shown in Tables 7.3-3 and
7.3-4 are used to convert the MCNPflux output into dose rates (in mrem/hr).The resaults from
thesea an:4ly8es aresmaie in- Figu4resF W'3-9 and 7.-23 11.
The individual Concrete Cask and the Transfer Cask are analyzed containing
42,000 MWD/MTUfuel with the cooling time of nine years. The analysis of operational
exposure was also performedfor a burnup of 42, 000 MWD/MTU and nine-year cooling. The
analysis of the dose rate-versus-distancefrom the 34 Concrete Casks locatedon the ISFSI
Storage Padaccountedfor different burnup and cooling times as discussedbelow. The results of
the Concrete Cask and Transfer Cask analyses are summarized in Table 7.4-1 and Figures 7.3-2
and 7.3-3.
As indicatedabove, the dose rate-versus-distancefrom the TNP ISFSI was calculatedusing
MCNP-4A. Figure 7.3-1 provides a pictorialrepresentationof the ISFSI with all thirty-four
Concrete Casks. The two empty locations were originallydesignatedfor GreaterThan Class C
(GTCC) waste, however, these locations will not be used. Based on the storage capacity of the
ISFSI (34 casks), it is not practicalto try to model the entire ISFSI in MCNP or any other
computer code. Therefore, a methodology similar to that describedin Section 5.4 of the HI
STORM 100 System FSAR was used in the calculationof the dose rate-versus-distancefrom the
ISFSI. The dose rate-versus-distancewas calculatedfirstfor a single Concrete Cask Then
numerous MCNP calculations,using relatively small models, were performed to develop ratios
"forthe dose rate contributionfrom casks situated behind other casks. These ratios were used in
conjunction with the dose rate-versus-distancefrom a single Concrete Cask to estimate the dose
ratefrom the entire ISFSI storage area.
The dose ratefrom the radiationsource was separatedinto two components. For the purposes
of this discussion, the first is referredto as the top-dose. This was the dose ratefrom radiation
that leaves the top of the Concrete Casks. The second component is referred to as side-dose.
This was the dose ratefrom radiationthat leaves the sides of the Concrete Casks. In both cases,
top-dose andside-dose, in-air scatteringof radiation(skyshine) was accountedfor in the dose
calculations.
In calculatingthe dose ratefrom the entire ISFSI storage area,the geometry impacted each of
the dose components (top and side) in a differentfashion. The total top-dose rate was a
summation of the top-dose ratesfrom all 34 casks, where the actual distancefrom the dose
location to the individual cask was accountedfor.
The total side-dose rate was a summation of the side-dose ratesfrom all 34 casks where the
distances within the facility and the self-shielding of one row of casks to another row were
accountedfor. Since the side-dose rate isfrom radiationleaving the side of the Concrete Cask,
this dose contributionis greatly reduced if the cask is situated behind another cask. The front
cask blocks some but not all of the radiationfrom the back caskfrom reachingthe Controlled
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-jq

Area boundary. The fraction of radiationblocked was therefore calculatedwith MCNP, as
mentioned above, and used in the determinationof the total side-dose.
As mentioned earlier,the models assumed aflat terrainsurroundingthe Concrete Cask and the
ISFSI storage area. The MCNP models consisted of the Concrete Cask surroundedby
600 meters of air in the radialdirection and 700 meters of air in altitude. The cask was assumed
to be sitting on an infinite slab of soil.
As mentioned earlier,a different burnup and cooling time was usedfor each cask location in the
ISSI. The burnup and cooling times for each cask were chosen to bound all of the assemblies in
thatparticularcask and it was assumed that all casks were completely filled with 24 intactfuel
assemblies. Since a different burnup andcooling time is being usedfor each cask, the dose
versus distance was calculatedperpendicularto the center of each side of the ISFSI (i.e., the
dose was calculatedseparatelyfrom allfour sides of the ISFSI). Conservatively, it was assumed
that all six casks along the front of the ISFSI in the direction being analyzed contained TPDs.
The number of TPDs in the inventory is less than 144 (6 casks x 24 assemblies/cask)and it is
conservative to place them closest to the dose location. The results of the dose rate calculations
are discussed in Sections 7.4 and 76.
7.3.2.2.lDirect Dose Evaluation
3), a three dimensional• point-@kernl code, is used for

QA •CGG• (RefQerenc
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VENTILATION

C.
the
ISFSofbecause
The Concrete Cask is designed for passive, natural convection cooling
The air flow path is formed by the channels at the bottom (air entrance), the air inlet ducts, the
annulus between the PW2.ZR Bassket lC exterior and the Concrete Cask interior, and the air outlet
ducts.
The air inlets and outlets are steel lined penetrations that take non-planar paths to minimize
radiation streaming.
The Concrete Cask system is designed to prevent the release of radioactive material during
normal storage conditions. However, the potential effects of postulated PA3.P-- R-ga-k@*MPC
leakage is evaluated in Chapter 8. Evaluations of partial and full blockage of the air inlets are
also presented in Chapter 8.
There are no off-gas systems required for normal operation of the ISFSJ because the P=R
Ba~keAMPC is sealed.
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7.3.4

AREA RADIATION AND AIRBORNE RADIOACTIVITY MONITORING
INSTRUMENTATION

During fuel loading the existing Trojan plant instrumentation is utilized as described in the
Trojan Nuclear Plant Defueled Safety Analysis Report in Chapter 5. During storage, area
radiation monitoring will consist of TLDs posted at the perimeter of and in the Controlled Area
near the Concrete Casks. The TLDs will be used to monitor operation of the ISFSI for the
Radioactive Effluent and Environmental Monitoring Program described in Section 7.6.
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7.4 ESTIMATED ON-SITE COLLECTIVE DOSE ASSESSMENT
The Transfer Cask and Concrete Casks are designed to limit dose rates to minimal levels for
operators, inspectors, maintenance, and radiation protection personnel when the casks are being
loaded, moved, and stored. Table 7.4-1 contains the maximum calculated design basis dose rates
and the calculated working dose rates for loading and handling the Transfer Cask and Concrete
Casks under normal conditions. All values for dose rates include both gamma and neutron flux
components.
Working dose rates and personnel requirements for the cask loading cycle, move-to-storage, and
loading for off-site shipping Qycvare shown in Table 7.4-3. The operational sequence for these
activities is shown in more detail in Figures 5.1-1 and 5.1-3. Based on the estimates shown in
Table 7.4-3, the following table reflects the collective dose for loading, moving to storage, and
loading for off-site shipping for the 34 fuel storage casks:

Dose (person-rem)
34 Casks
Load Cask

-9-7,484. 6

Move to Storage

-2.,41.3

Load for Shipping

4-7428. 6
6

Total

114.5

From Table 7.4-3, conservative estimates of the periodic inspection, -and surveillance, and
maintenancerequirements result in a collective dose of about 5-1.1 rem/yr while the Concrete
Casks are being stored. This dose is based on a dailay-weekly visual inspection of each stored
readin.gs f the, a•r. oi-let tempera4're of eah CoOncrete.
Concrete Cask, twice a day t......
C&k,-quarterly radiation protection surveys, and annual inspections of the Concrete Cask
concrete and concrete Storage Pad. The annual collective dose will decrease with the age of the
Concrete Cask because the estimate is based on a freshly loaded Concrete Cask and ISFSI
The annual dose estimate for surveillance is considered very conservative based on operating
experience from Consumers Power (Palisades) which shows that the annual dose for daily
temperature and screen checks, monthly and annual radiological surveys, security surveillances,
snow removal, and pad surveillances is about 120 mrem per year for thirteen casks.
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7.5 RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAM
7.5.1

ORGANIZATION

The PGE organization that will implement the Radiation Protection Program during ISFSI
construction and fuel loading is described in Section 9.1.1 and shown in Figure 9.1-1. The PGE
organization that will implement the Radiation Protection Program during long term spent
nuclear fuel storage at the ISFSI is described in Section 9.1.2 and shown in Figure 9.1-2.
7.5.2

RADIATION PROTECTION EQUIPMENT, INSTRUMENTATION, AND
FACILITIES

The various equipment and instrumentation for performing radiation surveys and measuring and
minimizing personnel exposure, and the facilities for radiation protection activities are
summarized in this section. The radiation protection equipment, instrumentation, and facilities
are highly simplified because the Concrete Cask introduces limited radiological hazards.
7.5.2.1

Radiation Protection Instrumentation

Following termination of Trojan's Part 50 license, radiation protection instrumentation, including
radiation detection, airborne monitoring, and personnel monitoring instrumentation will not
normally be located or maintained at the Trojan ISFSI. This instrumentation will be owned,
"operated,maintained, and calibrated by and at an off-site facility. The Trojan ISFSI will
maintain an agreement or contract with the off-site facility to provide radiation protection
services which are mainly anticipated to entail direct radiation surveys, contamination surveys,
and personnel monitoring device reading and calibration. The off-site facility will provide their
own instruments and personnel and will be responsible for their own training and qualification.
7.5.2.2

Area Radiation Monitoring Instrumentation

Area radiation monitoring instrumentation consists of TLDs posted at the perimeter of and in the
Controlled Area near the Concrete Casks. TLDs will be read quarterly to monitor direct
radiation from the ISFSI.
7.5.2.3

Radiation Protection Facilities

Due to the minimal radiological hazards introduced by ISFSI operation, the ISFSI will not have
radiation protection facilities onsite. Decontamination services, bioassay services, protective
clothing, respirators, and additional instrumentation are available, if required, although no
situations are anticipated which would necessitate use of these services or equipment.
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7.5.3

RADIATION PROTECTION PROCEDURES

The purpose of this section is to summarize how ISFSI procedures implement the Radiation
Protection Program to maintain radiation exposure ALARA while spent nuclear fuel is stored in
the ISFSI.
7.5.3.1

Control of Radiation Exposure to the Public

Monitoring, analyzing, and reporting radiation levels in the environment is performed in
accordance with the Radioactive Effluent and Environmental Monitoring Program to
demonstrate that the dose to the public is below regulatory limits and ALARA.
Radiation monitoring will be accomplished by posting TLDs at the perimeter of and in the
Controlled Area near the Concrete Casks and reading the TLDs quarterly.
No gaseous, liquid, or solid radioactive effluents are produced by the storage system because of
its sealed design. Therefore, routine monitoring for effluents is not performed.
7.5.3.2

Control of Personnel Radiation Exposure (Occupational)

Personnel radiation exposure is maintained ALARA by a combination of shielding, access
control, contamination control, surveys and monitoring, work planning, training, and sound
"radiationprotection practices implemented by procedures. The procedures for personnel
radiation protection are prepared consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR 20 and are
approved, maintained, and adhered to for activities involving personnel radiation exposure.
7.5.3.2.1

Shielding

The objective of radiation shielding is to reduce external doses to personnel, in conjunction with
a program for controlling personnel access and occupancy in radiation areas, to levels which are
both ALARA and within the regulations defined in 10 CFR 20. Radiation protection
implementing procedures provide for evaluation of the use of temporary shielding for activities
involving high dose rates.
7.5.3.2.2

Access Control and Area Designations

The Restricted Area, as defined in 10 CFR 20, has the same boundaries as the a2cce RCcontrolled
access Aarea that surrounds the ISFSI Protected Area. Physical access to the access Gcontrolled
access Aarea is restricted by the access G ontrolled access Aarea fence. Access into the
Protected Area is controlled as described in the ISFSI Security Plan.
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A Radiologically Controlled Area (RCA) is an area where access is controlled for the purpose of
protecting individuals from exposure to radiation. RCAs are determined by the radiation level,
contamination level, or the presence of radioactive materials. Procedures describe the
requirements for radiological postings advising workers of potential radiological hazards at the
entrance and boundaries of RCAs.
7.5.3.2.3

Facility Contamination Control

Radioactive contamination of the ISFSI is not anticipated because accessibleportions of the
external surface of the PWR Ea2ketMPC is-are checked for loose surface contamination before
the Concrete Cask is moved to the Storage Pad as described in Section 7.2.2.1. In addition, the
spent nuclear fuel is inside the seal-welded P1Y.WR BaskertPCand there are no credible accidents
that would cause a gaseous, liquid, or solid release of radioactivity. However, procedures direct
the use of various practices and equipment to ensure that the potential for the spread of
contamination is controlled at the source to the greatest extent possible.
7.5.3.2.4

Personnel Contamination Control

1sketMPC is checked for loose surface contamination prior to being
As stated above, the LPWR
Cask.
However, surveys for contamination at the Concrete Cask air inlets
in
the
Concrete
placed
and outlets are routinely performed to confirm that contamination is not present. If
"contaminationwas discovered by a survey, protective clothing is available to prevent
contamination of personnel who would need to enter the contaminated area. Similarly,
respiratory protective equipment is not required because airborne radioactivity is not credible
either. However, the potential for airborne radioactivity would be considered if surface
contamination were discovered. Respiratory protective equipment is available if by evaluation it
was determined that use of respiratory equipment would result in exposures that are ALARA.
7.5.3.2.5

Area Surveys

Quarterly surveys are performed in the accessible areas of the ISFSI. These surveys consist of
contamination surveys and external radiation measurements in appropriate areas. Additionally,
specific surveys are performed as needed for operational and maintenance functions involving
potential exposure of personnel to radiation or radioactive materials.
7.5.3.2.6

Personnel Monitoring

TLDs are wom by personnel within RCAs tW measure radiatign dosewhen radiationlevels are
greater than 0.25 mrem/hr and as requiredby applicableRadiation Work Permits (R WPs).
Monitoring for internal deposition of radioactive materials is not required because surface and
airborne radioactivity is not anticipated and there is no credible accident that would result in
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gaseous, liquid, or solid release of radioactivity. However, monitoring for internal contamination
could be performed by contracted offsite facilities if desired.
7.5.3.2.7

Work Planning

Work in RCAs is planned prior to performance. Consideration is given to dosimetry
requirements, personnel protective equipment, monitoring requirements, and special cautions
pertinent to the work. The planning also considers the maximum radiation level that will be
encountered.
7.5.3.2.8

Training

Individuals requiring unescorted access to the ISFSI receive training which includes radiological
protection fundamentals. Individuals who require access to RCAs will receive radiation
protection training commensurate with their responsibilities in accordance with 10 CFR 19,
"Notices, Instructions and Reports to Workers: Inspection and Investigations."
The need for specialized ALARA training is evaluated during work planning in accordance with
radiation protection implementing procedures. Specialized ALARA training may include dry
runs, pre-job briefings, and other special training classes.
7.5.3.2.9

Controls, Practices, and Special Techniques

Radiation protection implementing procedures specify that during the planning phase for
activities in high dose rate areas, various engineering controls to minimize exposures should be
evaluated and/or implemented. These engineering controls and practices include, but are not
limited to, temporary shielding; remote surveillance equipment; multi-discipline input regarding
ALARA goals; pre-job, in-progress, and post-job briefings; and adequate lighting, ventilation,
work space, and work area accessibility.
7.5.3.3

Records and Reports

PGE will maintain records of the radiation protection program, surveys, and individual
monitoring results, as well as records that show compliance with the dose limits for individual
members of the public. PGE will submit reports of individual monitoring as required by
10 CFR 19 and 10 CFR 20.
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7.6 ESTIMATED OFF-SITE COLLECTIVE DOSE ASSESSMENT
7.6.1

RADIOACTIVE EFFLUENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING PROGRAM

No radioactive gas, liquid, or solid waste effluents are expected during operation. Therefore, a
radioactive effluent monitoring system is not required and routine monitoring for effluents is not
performed. The radioactive effluents released during fuel loading operations, which is a
10 CFR 50 licensed activity, are monitored and controlled by existing plant systems as explained
in Chapter 6.
The ISFSI will emit direct radiation that will be monitored in the environment. The Radioactive
Effluent and Environmental Monitoring Program will be implemented by posting TLDs at the
perimeter of and in the Controlled Area near the Concrete Casks. TLDs will be read quarterly to
monitor radiation levels in the nearby vicinity of the ISFSI.
7.6.2

ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLE CONTRIBUTION

Once the ISFSI is completed and the Trojan Nuclear Plant is decommissioned, the only
significant radiation will come from the storage installation. No other nuclear facility is
projected for the vicinity of the ISFSI (i.e., within a 5-mile radius).
The incremental contribution of the ISFSI to the total dose of a member of the general public has
been estimated by calculation. The dose is estimated as 8423.52 mrem per year at a distance of
fe;@et225 meters (approit distance to the Controlled Area boundary which is 325 meters
1
@
;066 e4et)-from the edge of the ISFSI Storage Pad, basedon a 2080 hour per year occupancy.
This estimated dose satisfies the whole body dose requirements of 10 CFR 72.104 f-o-r -meber
or e yeara the C-ontrolled Are
of the gener~al puiblic ae na ocpnyo 86
bou;ndaq3. The 23.52 mrem per year ControlledArea boundary dose includes a maximum
effluent contributionof 2.52 mrem per year, which is within the limit of An occupancy factor of
with OAR 345-26-0390(4)(f). The
"2000 h•u, per yei used for the, p. .o.s of compli
2080 hourper year occupancyfactor is used, in accordance with Interim Staff Guidance
Document 13 (Reference 9), to representa conservative maximum estimate of a real individual's
occupancy time at the ControlledArea boundary (40 hoursper weekfor 52 weeks).
is 1.95 -rem per year. This The 2080 hourperyear occupancy factor is
corre.pondn,dose,
conservative considering the land usage patterns in the vicinity of the ISFSI.
•2ad (approximate distance to
ed,•
dose at 1000 feet fro, the edge of the T SFIStorag@
The calc•ua
the.Controlled.Are..........).compares with a backgr.oun.d dose. of 62 rem per. yea. (based,
2'74f lii
,yC: upancy) at the TroQjan sit@.
pý
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7.6.3

ESTIMATED DOSE EQUIVALENTS

The sum of the maximum doses from normal and off-normal releases and direct radiation are
given in Table 8.2-2.
7.6.4

LIQUID RELEASE

There are no radioactive liquids to be released from the Trojan ISFSI.
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Gamma Source Strength
42, 000 MWD/MTU
9 year cooling
(photons/sec/assembly)

Gamma Source Strength
42,000 MWD/MTU
9 year cooling
(Me V/sec/assembly)

0.45-0.7

2.17E+15

1.25E+15

0.7-1.0

2.16E+14

1.83E+14

1.0-1.5

5.23E+13

6.54E+13

1.5-2.0

1.81E+12

3.17E+12

2.0-2.5

1.17E+11

2.64E+11

2.5-3.0

6.70E+09

1.84E+10

Total

2.44E+15

1.50E+15

Gamma
Energy
Range (Me
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Table 7.2-3
FUEL REGION NEUTRON SOURCE STRENGTHS
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Energy
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(Me V)

Neutron Source-Strength
42,000 MWD/MTU
9 year cooling
(neutrons/sec/assembly)

0.1-0.4

1.24E+07

0.4-0.9

6.34E+07

0.9-1.4

5.81E+07

1.4-1.85

4.29E+07

1.85-3.0

7.58E+07

3.0-6.43

6.87E+07

6.43 - 20.0

6.08E+06

Total

3.28E+08
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Table 7.2-4
Relative Burnup Level and Source Strengths
for PWR Assembly Axial Sub-Sections

Axial Span
(inches from fuel bottom

Relative Burnup Level

Relative Neutron Source Strength

0 - 7.2

0.59

0.109

7.2- 14.4

0.89

0.613

14.4-21.6

1.03

1.132

21.6 - 28.8

1.07

1.329

28.8 - 36.0

1.09

1.436

36.0-64.8

1.1

1.492

64.8- 100.8

1.09

1.436

100.8- 108.0

1.07

1.329

108.0- 115.2

1.05

1.227

115.2 - 122.4

1.02

1.087

122.4 - 129.6

0.96

0.842

129.6 - 136.8

0.82

0.435

136.8 - 144.0

0.56

0.088
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Table 7.2-5
NON-FUEL REGION CQV
(^,!tc
....

,aMSS OF NON-FUEL MATERIAL IN THE
WESTINGHOUSE 17x17 FUEL ASSEMBLY

FnI@1-B.iw,,i.,

B oUom N o;zzle
G2R1P1an,,"

1 731 Me',T G"av'r'mma"'~
. 1p,.,

1
5.2 1$*2

" TO

xop_4.42

I•'/

5.02 ! EZ6!2

4

12.v
'734=
ý 247L4a-

43

4.712&42

4

6. 90.E -2______

44-2

"TOW_____a

BRoUoM Nozz_____
_

CQ'i;ig-"4

a__121@num
P_ ___m

2

I .a45ELI13

a445Z-0-1

Top45ý P,,,-,-3

4.7!

Mass of Inconel
(kg)

Region

Mass of Stainless Steel
(kg)

Bottom endfitting

5.9

In-core gridspacers

--

Plenum region 1

1.15

Plenum region 2

0.84

0.79

Top endfitting

6.89

0.96

-

4.9
-
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Table 7.2-6
SCALING FACTORS USED IN CALCULATING THE Co-60 SOURCE
Region

Scaling Factor

Bottom endfitting

0.2

In-core gridspacers

1.0

Plenum region 1

0.2

Plenum region 2

0.2

Top endfitting

0.1
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Table 7.2-7
Co-60 GAMMA SOURCE STRENGTHS
(curies Co-60/assembly)

Region
Bottom endfitting
In-core gridspacers

Co-60 Source Term
42,000 MWD/MTU
9 years of cooling
60.7
251.9

Plenum region 1

11.8

Plenum region 2

16.8

Top endfitting

40.4
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Table 7.2-8
MASS OFMATERIAL IN THE
THIMBLE PLUG DEVICES

Non-Fuel Region

Mass of Stainless Steel
(kg)

Mass of Inconel
(kg)

Plenum region 1

1.6

-

Plenum region 2

1.6

-

Top endfitting

2.31

0.42
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Table 7.2-9
THIMBLE PLUG DEVICE Co-60
GAMMA SOURCESTRENGTHS
(curies Co-60/device)

Non-Fuel Region

Co-60 Source Term
118,674 MWD/MTU
11 years of cooling

Plenum region 1

12.8

Plenum region 2

12.8

Top endfitting

18.9
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Table 7.3-1
MPC AND CONCRETE CASK ELEMENTAL DENSITIES (gm/cc)

304

Nozzle

te
4 4OR-2

4-

44Q_4_.__W_

Mg

4-2

Q0

Alumnu
81Q

43
4.4

0,=
Q732

sui1ri

4.6

Q0,0243$

A;g-

4.9
-W
49agiu

0445

20

4944-,400

C-rmm
Iron
G421,
MGMko

mo~y

9.59N-4w

2997E4

444
sgir

I

0"

16 U~4-1-

Q 4

QQQ

00$QQ00-2
1 665-.4

0.01444

5-,$5

24
2$

0419

24
22'

&A29
$4"$

0,020154

=QE0-3

28
40
U4

_

__

044025

Q48

0,024
0.31-Q

Q.

Q,22

1754

0,848

079

0544

6.900-

;,24.

_
__

_

_

Q__
034.

_

0,4
Q.3

Q,31

4.2
344

8~2

14.44

A2292
2339
2~~

Z8
78,)l

44,34

1 2931i-3

.

2448
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Elements
Hydrogen
Boron-JO
Boron-11
Carbon
Nitrogen
Oxygen
Sodium
Mg
Aluminum
Silicon
Sulfur
Potassium
Calcium
Chromium
Mang.
Iron
Nickel
Copper
Zirc.
Silver
Tin
Lead
U-235
U-238
Total

Atomic
#
1
5
5
6
7
8
11
12
13
14
16
19
20
24
25
26
28
29
40
47
50
82
92
92

Concrete

SS 304

Carbon
Steel

Boral

Air

Soil

Active
Fuel

Lead

0.10229

0.01635

0.013

Water

0.11934
0.54405

0.0391

0.18414
8.849E-4
2.851E-4

1.165

0.92414

0.81171

0.37423

0.040
0.006
0.107

0.21860
0.54091

1.85247

0.737

0.003

0.045
0.194
0.00084

1.5048

0.1584
0.029

5.5044

0.00156

7.7809

0.7524
0.0090
0.64462

0.0023
0.01118
11.2887

0.09018
2.339

7.92

7.82

2.7

1.1 7E-3

1.7

2.69369
3.8163

11.3

0.914

Different densities were usedfor stainlesssteel to represent the fuel assembly hardware as shown in Table 7.3-2.
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Region

Start
(in.)

Finish
(in.)

Length
(in.)

Material
Modeled

Density
(gm/cc)

0.0

2.738

2.738

Steel

1.850

Space

2.738

3.738

1.0

Void

-

Active Fuel

3.738

147.738

144.0

Fuel

3.816

Plenum region ]

147.738

151.916

4.178

Steel

0.236

Plenum region 2

151.916

156.095

4.179

Steel

0.336

Top endfitting

156.095

159.765

3.67

Steel

1.836

Bottom endfitting
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Table 7.3-3
NEUTRON ENERGY GROUP FLUX-TO-DOSE CONVERSION FACTORS
(mrem/hr per neutron/cm 2 -sec)
(from Reference 10)
Conversion
Neutron Energy
Factor
(MeV)
2. 5E-082. ;E-7

3.67E-033.78E-03

1.OE-077.;67'E-

3.67E-033.96-Qn'

1.OE-06

4. 46E-03414.!L03

1.OE-O56.5E-Q6
1.0E-041 .96L-05

4. 34E-03432•n-9
4.18E-034. .5 E-03

1.0E-036.5O-O05

3. 76E-O34.64E-03

1.0E-02 4A.E2E-04

3.56E-034.68E-03

0. 11.7-03

2.17E-024.32E-3

0.55 "•2•_'1.00,-3U4

9.26E-0264.. E03
1.32E-015 40Ln-02'

2. 5,04

I
1.25E-010 44

5.0-,44;

1.56E-01,4-3g2

7.02,09

1.47E-0 l.12-,

10. 02,4J.

1.47E-010O.1260

14.024.4

2. 08E-01O0 260

20. 0,-34

l 296
2.2 7E-0103

4,

0 13

5Y4

o,404
14;-6

7.21;7

,A 34;Z
:1.4.,1

41656
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Table 7.3-4
Gamma Flux-to- Dose Conversion Factors
(mrem/hr per y/cm 2 -sec)

(from Reference 10)
Gamma Energy

Conversion Factor

(MeV)

0.01
0.03
0.05
0.07
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
0.45
0.5
0.55
0.6
0.65
0.7
0.8
1.0
1.4
1.8
2.2
2.6
2.8
3.25
3.75
4.25
4.75
5.0
5.25
5.75
6.25
6.75
7.5
9.0
11.0
13.0
15.0

3.96E-03
5.82E-04
2.90E-04
2.58E-04
2.83E-04
3.79E-04
5.01E-04
6.3 1E-04
7.59E-04
8.78E-04
9.85E-04
1.08E-03
1.17E-03
1.27E-03
1.36E-03
1.44E-03
1.52E-03
1.68E-03
1.98E-03
2.51E-03
2.99E-03
3.42E-03
3.82E-03
4.01E-03
4.41E-03
4.83E-03
5.23E-03
5.60E-03
5.80E-03
6.01E-03
6.37E-03
6.74E-03
7.11 E-03
7.66E-03
8.77E-03
1.03E-02
1.18E-02
1.33E-02
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Table 7.4-1
Maximum Expected Dose Rates
for the Storage Cask System
(42,000 MWDiMTU and 9-Year Cooling)
Dose Rate (mrem/hr)
Location

Design

Surfacea

Workingb

Transfer Cask Side

NAc

5
199.5

1932 78.2

Bakot-Top (Outide Srf"ace ot
•,,....1-MPC Lid)

NAC

2
484.7

.g1]. 6
(estimated)

Concrete Cask Top

a,0 3 0 0d

1

5-339

275.3
Concrete Cask Side

I100d

-W,413. 7

111.1
.•26.5

b

Surface dose rate is calculated on the surface, i.e., on contact.
Working dose rate is the calculated dose rate one meter from

d

the surface.
NA = Not Applicable: Storage System Design Limits are not
given for the Transfer Cask and pA3R Baske.MPC Top. The
Transfer Cask and p4. BasketMPC Top present radiation
dose rate concerns only during handling and transfer activities
(e.g., short-term, temporary). Expected occupational doses for
these activities are addressed in Tables 7.4-3-and .-,3-4.
The as-configured Trojan Storage System results in average

a

external dose rates that are less than these values.
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Table 7.4-3
Estimated Personnel Doses while Operating the Cask System
(42,000 MWD/MTU and 9-Year Cooling)
Personnel
Work Groups

Activity

Working Dose
Rate (mrem/hr)

Exposure*
(person-mrem)
3

Load Transfer Cask

2 Operators

8.0

0.2a

Monitor

1 R.P.

5.5

0.2a

1

Decontaminate Cask

2 R.P.

4.0

Monitor

I R.P.

1.0

=9 7 8. 3 '
=19778.3'

4-5U626

Weld $14id-MPC Lid

2 Welders/Operators
1 Inspector (at-bak& MPC)
2 Wieders!
1 Inspector (at basket)
2 Welders/
1 Inspector (on platform)
4-2 Welders/
1 Inspector (at system control)
I Technician

1.33

;ýý52.5

2=-608

4-V

46$

1.75

4426.8

.74141

2•,$Jl7.0

-1,42.7

4-U4138

8.0

4-426.8

44.2214

2 Welders!
I Inspector (at MPC)
2 Welders!
I Inspector (on Platform)
2 Welders!
I Inspector (atsystem control)
1 R.P.

1.0

152.5

458

1.0

268

80

1.0

2.7

8

1.0

4426.8

4.427

Load Storage Cask

2 Operators

1.5

4-426.8

4280

Monitor

I R.P.

1.0

4426.8

Weld St-ctu-ral Lid
Weld Shield"an'd Str-cp-ral MPC
Lid
St&rucural MPC
Weld Shield an_.d
Lid
V-aGun-MPC Dry/Backfill
Weld Closure Ring
Weld Closure Ring
Weld Closure Ring
,

Exposure
Time (hrs)

Monitor

4-P78

4.427
2•642,489

62 38

Totals
Move to Storage

2 Operators

2.0

4U06.5

4026

Monitor

1 R.P.

2.0

4-06.5

2013
4039

4-,0

Totals
Load $ppingTransport Cask

2 Operators

20.0

4-220.0

4.0800

Monitor

1 R.P.

2.0

4.220.0

2440

---.4W840

Totals
424X-=8. 7C

Awa -Weekly Surveillances of
Fel Ca•kg inSt4rageISFSl

I Specialist

5-y4L-Annual Inspections ofConGre:e
C" and QuarterlySurveys
Regular ISFSI Maintenance
Totals

1 Specialist

-4.4..0c

2 Specialists

12.0f

4.927.4

424V--238c

4-427.4

4-511 O'

31.6

758c
i I06f

Calculated exposures have been rounded to the nearest whole number.
Radiation reading in Spent Fuel Pool area.
Assumes worst case of dry bakeAMPC. If water is left in baIkct-MPC as planned, dose rate will be less.

*

a
b
CL

... I

...

... J

L........

..

..

.

...
... ....

..

d....

...

.

..t

1..

Iu
.

.

~ .JI ....

1

. J . "t..L.

J....

....

~[

.. L ..

U i.....

.

.....J

Pad inpection for enti.re SFSI.These values reflect amounts accumulatedin one year.
averg doge rate@
shild ld durng "eldig an NDE. Expeced
o hieling
Tempoary
And
APeGe dose r:ate
N.Epetd
-6-din
tid
duin
Temor~
shelingonstucurl
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FIGURE 7.2-1
PWR FUEL ASSEMBLY
AXIAL BURNUP PROFILE
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